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ABSTRACT

SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS‟ PERCEPTIONS OF AND ENGAGEMENT IN
ETHNOMATHEMATICAL TASKS IN THE AREA MEASUREMENT CONCEPT

AKTUNA, Hatice Ezgi
M.S., Department of Elementary Science and Mathematics Education
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Erdinç Çakıroğlu

September 2013, 180 pages

The purpose of this study is to investigate the sixth grade students‟
perceptions of and engagement in ethnomathematical tasks in area measurement
concept. The study aims to explore how do students perceive and engage with the
area measurement instruction enriched with ethnomathematics.
Data was collected from twelve 6th grade students in a public school located
in rural Ġzmir. The design of the research was basic qualitative research design which
the researcher was also the teacher at the same time. The area measurement topic
with its supplementary topics such as length measurement and land measurement
were covered with the ethnomathematics based tasks developed by the researcher.
Classroom observations, field notes, video recordings, students‟ task sheets, students‟
activity assessment forms were used to evaluate the students‟ perceptions of and
engagement with instruction. The data was described in detail and analyzed to
identify

the

students

performances

during

ethnomathematics.

iv

the

activities

enriched

with

The findings of the study revealed that an instruction enriched with
ethnomathematics result in an increase in students‟ motivation, interest, and self
confidence; comfort and enjoyment in mathematics classes; a peaceful and sharing
classroom environment; progress in problem solving skills through culturally
relevant activities about their daily practices in a familiar context and promotion of
their own culture and other cultures in mathematics classroom. The study also
indicates that the most recognizable positive changes in means of above-mentioned
performances were observed in middle and lower middle achievers, while low and
high achievers maintained their existing status.

Keywords: Ethnomathematics, culturally relevant mathematics education,
area measurement
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ÖZ

6. SINIF ÖĞRENCĠLERĠNĠN ETNOMATEMATĠK ETKĠNLĠKLERĠYLE OLAN
ETKĠLEġĠMLERĠ VE BU ETKĠNLĠKLERĠ ALGILAYIġLARI

AKTUNA, Hatice Ezgi
Yüksek Lisans, Ġlköğretim Fen ve Matematik Alanları Eğitimi Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Erdinç. Çakıroğlu

Eylül 2013, 180 sayfa

Bu çalıĢmanın amacı etnomatematik ile zenginleĢtirilmiĢ bir matematik
öğretiminin, 6.sınıf öğrencilerinin alan ölçme konusunu nasıl algıladıkları ve
iliĢkilendirdiklerini belirlemektir.
ÇalıĢmanın katılımcılarını Ġzmir ilinin kırsal bölgesinde yer alan bir devlet
okulunun on iki 6.sınıf öğrencisi oluĢturmaktadır. ÇalıĢmada Temel Nitel AraĢtırma
tasarımı kullanılmıĢtır. AraĢtırmacı aynı zamanda uygulamanın yapıldığı sınıfın
matematik öğretmendir. AraĢtırmacı tarafından geliĢtirilmiĢ olan alan ölçme ile
birlikte uzunluk ve arazi ölçme gibi tamamlayıcı konuları içeren etkinlikler
öğrencilere uygulanmıĢtır. Bu yöntemle öğretimin öğrencilerin alan ölçme konusunu
nasıl algıladıkları ve iliĢkilendirdiklerini belirlemek için sınıf içi gözlem, gözlem
notları, video kayıtları, öğrenci etkinlik değerlendirme formları ve öğrenci çalıĢma
kağıtları

kullanılmıĢtır.

Toplanan

veriler,

öğrencilerin

etnomatematikle

zenginleĢtirilmiĢ etkinlikler boyunca performanslarını tespit etmek amacıyla analiz
edilmiĢ ve detaylıca aktarılmıĢtır.

vi

ÇalıĢmanın bulguları, öğrencilerin kültürleriyle ve günlük pratikleriyle iliĢkili
etkinliklerin sunulması ile iĢlenen derslerin, öğrencilerde motivasyon, ilgi ve
özgüven artıĢı, rahat ve keyifli matematik dersi, barıĢçıl ve paylaĢımcı sınıf ortamı,
ve problem çözme becerisinde geliĢme gibi sonuçlar ortaya koymuĢtur. ÇalıĢma aynı
zamanda bu anlamda en farkedilir performans değiĢimlerinin orta ve orta-alt baĢarı
seviyesine sahip öğrencilerde gözlenirken, düĢük ve yüksek baĢarılı öğrencilerin var
olan durumlarını koruduklarını göstermiĢtir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Etnomatematik, kültür ile iliĢkili matematik eğitimi, alan
ölçme

vii

To the dignity of educationally deprived children
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Mathematics education is generally labeled as a culture-free field which only
contains numerical calculations, application of equations, transmission of technical
knowledge, etc.

Although mathematics education, like mathematics itself, is

perceived as culture-free; it actually incorporates many social, cultural and economic
dimensions. Such dimensions have substantial role on mathematical perception and
thinking (Bishop, 1988; D'Ambrosio, 1985; Frankenstein, 2005; Gutstein, Lipman,
Hernandez, & de los Reyes, 1997).
Moreover, considering mathematics as the most value-free school subject and
ignoring that mathematics is a human product and reflects cultural knowledge as
much as other fields is also surprisingly quite common not only in the society, but
also in mathematics classrooms. Teachers and students also mostly are not aware of
the connection between mathematics and culture because of the absence of culture in
content and instruction in these traditional classrooms (D‟Ambrosio, 2001; Bishop,
2002).
However, in contrast to the common misconception which advocates that
mathematics has no need to be linked to culture to be taught effectively; there is an
emerging area of study called ethnomathematics which considers socio cultural
aspects of mathematics classroom and accepts cultural background of students as a
resource to be linked into mathematics activities (Fasheh, 1997a).
In industrialized societies a considerable difference in achievement could
easily be observed between the students come from lower socioeconomic class and
disadvantaged ethnic origin and the students come from middle class and dominant
ethnic origin. It has been argued that this achievement difference is quite obvious
because the social and cultural needs of disadvantaged students are not fulfilled, they
cannot adapt to educational processes sufficiently, because of their backgrounds and
also their disadvantaged situation is reproduced by various factors in classroom
1

(power relations, teacher attitude, curriculum, etc.); so the achievement gap between
those students always continues to exist (Oakes, 1990; Secada, 1992; Tate, 1997). By
this way, the significance of social, cultural and economic factors on education
comes into the picture right in the point when we realize the reasons of why some
students are successful while the others are not.
In such a system the ethnic minority and working-class students tend to be
left behind in the academic journey (Civil, 2002). Some solutions need to be
proposed in order to eliminate those inequality problems and have fairer educational
processes. In contrast to common idea, mathematics education field deserves much
more attention about inequality issues because of its gatekeeper role in society.
Mathematics serves as a “critical filter” in society, with its potential to reward
successful students with high occupational status and pay (Campbell, 1991). In other
words, students have to achieve mathematics to gain places in further academic
studies, high prestige and well-paid positions (Meaney, 2002). Mathematics not only
serves as a ladder of economic mobility, it is also essential for making informed
consumers and voter choices. Moreover, mathematical literacy is a key in the fight
for racial equality (Moses, 1994).
However, unfortunately, there exist inequality problems to reach mathematics
in reality. For instance, mathematics holds its own situation as the mostly failed
discipline in elementary and secondary schools in Turkey (TıraĢ, 1999). Turkey is
also at the top among OECD countries on interscholastic disparity in mathematics in
PISA 2003 (EARGED, 2005). To sum up, not to let kids give up on mathematics,
and in turn give up on society, as well as to live in a fairer society with our
awareness, we need to give the full treatment to mathematics education and its social
dimensions. As mentioned above, the discipline of mathematics plays a complex role
in societies - a role which is rarely under scrutiny in education systems anywhere
(FitzSimons, 2002). Therefore, this study started to be shaped with an attempt to
investigate social issues in mathematics education and stresses to provide useful
suggestions to eliminate negative effects of them. In this point of view
ethnomathematics could be proposed as a method to eliminate the inequality in
reaching and achieving mathematics because it suggests more meaningful
mathematical understanding and it brings achievement with the contribution of
students‟ own background, culture and roots in mathematics classroom.

2

1.1

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to investigate the sixth grade students‟
perceptions of and engagement in ethnomathematical tasks in area measurement
concept.

1.2

Research Question of the Study

How do students perceive and engage with the area measurement tasks
enriched with ethnomathematics?

1.3

Significance of the Study

With an ethnomathematics program,students develop abilities such as
creating hypotheses, contacting mathematics with biology, chemistry, physics,
geography, history, and language, working in groups, sharing experiences, learning
how to appreciate both criticism and alternate opinions, respecting the ideas of others
from them, interacting with others,sharing global and interactive visions necessary to
develop successful mathematical content. Briefly, the major objective of
ethnomathematics as a program is to raise student self-confidence, to enhance
creativity, and to promote cultural dignity (cited in Orey & Rosa, 2006).
Overall, when ethnomathematical approaches are applied, the school
mathematics is getting more relevant and meaningful for students and it also
promotes the overall quality of education (Adam, 2004). The students feel more
comfortable and confident about discussing mathematical concepts and gain a better
appreciation of mathematics when they are taught with a cultural perspective
(Schultes & Shannon, 1997).
In this respect, this study will try to offer ethnomathematics to the students as
a critical instructional strategy that lets them to be more active, confident and
successful in mathematics. In this way, the students who are culturally particular are
expected to receive a meaningful and comprehensible mathematical understanding to
gain those skills.
3

Particularly in diverse societies, we can see that the culture experienced by
learners in their homes is rarely the same as that represented by the school
curriculum (Bishop, 1994). This reveals that, for many children around the world, the
mathematical experiences in school are not culturally consonant with their home
experience (Bishop, 2002). This mismatch is one of the contributing factors to the
low achievement of students who come from subcultures in mathematics (Lubienski,
2001). In Turkey, as a country which has cultural diversity in terms of social class,
geography, ethnicity, language, religion, etc.; we cannot ignore the problems of the
students who are exposed to a curriculum not respecting those cultural factors.
However, even if many countries in the world have put ethnomathematics on
their agenda in order to make culturally disadvantaged students‟ position better and
taking cultural background of the students as a source for mathematics activities
(Keitel, Damerow, Bishop & Gerdes, 1989), those social issues about mathematics
education haven‟t been widely discussed in Turkey yet. There are several studies that
investigate cultural issues in mathematics education in many countries, especially in
USA, which has a multicultural society with many conflicts in it. However, in
Turkey which also has a multicultural society, these issues do not attract sufficient
attention in educational field, in especially mathematics education. Although almost
a quarter of the population of 8 to 15 year-old children belong to ethnic minority
groups and there exist remarkable differences in educational outcomes across ethnic
groups (include ethnic Kurds, Arabs, and Caucasians along with ethnic Turks)
(Kırdar, 2009), there is almost no study that examines cultural and ethnic disparities
in educational outcomes in Turkey. With this point of view, this study might offer
good practices for our country, in order to let children win in mathematics by feeding
their needs with culturally relevant methods. In such kind of absence of studies, any
research, methods and task integration about ethnomathematics seem to be valuable
as a starting point. This study also aims to develop a specific example for the
application of ethnomathematics concepts with students come from sub-populations.
Therefore, this study may not only provides practical task plan examples for teachers
who want to integrate their lessons with ethnomathematics, but also may pave the
way for other studies and widen this research area for more practices in future.
Ethnomathematical program also constitutes a consonance with today‟s
mathematics educational trends and curriculum which generally aim to introduce
pupils to mathematical problem solving, communication, reasoning, and connections
4

(NCTM, 2000). Ethnomathematics is also one of the teaching approaches that
respects students‟ individual differences and encourages them to be more active in
the learning process. For this reason, it is quite coherent with the new Turkish
mathematics curriculum that supports the constructivist and student centered
approach into the classrooms (MNE, 2005). Alternative mathematical teaching
methods are also welcomed especially in elementary mathematics curriculum(MNE,
2005, 2006).The revised elementary mathematics curriculum emphasizes students‟
individual differences and encourages students to be more active in the classroom.
Therefore, in means of those educational principles, ethnomathematics curriculum
may fulfill the principles of the program such as promoting student-centered
instruction, increasing learner willingness, etc.
Ethnomathematics might actually go a step further than today‟s mathematics
education programs by also considering connecting learners‟ everyday discourses
with the unfamiliar discourse of academic mathematics not to let the disadvantaged
students lag behind because of the mentioned cultural disparities (Benn, 1997).
Because, although modern educational approaches continuously state that current
curricula are based on the real world experiences, the challenging point is whose or
which cultures‟experiences are reflected in curriculum. Thus, this study may
contribute the current mathematics education program‟s goals, also may widen it by
considering cultural differences in mathematics classroom.
Not only instructional dimensions, but also social dimensions of
ethnomathematics are also presenting quite critical and convincing evidences to
accept mathematics as a tool for a better and equal world; instead of something
strange, serious, far away and not even belong to us. In today‟s societies which
include economic, social and cultural diversitiesand even in classrooms as micro
societies; hate speech and ignorance of the others could be observed easily.
However, ethnomathematics discourages any marginalization by promoting different
cultures in classrooms and plays a critical role for a more equal, peaceable and
respectful society. Especially when it is applied in such kind of contexts, besides
learning to value the mathematics, students also realize that all cultures are valuable.
It is known that when students taught with multicultural mathematics activities, they
develop a greater respect to those different from them (D‟ambrosio, 2001).
Therefore, as well as academic ones, this study also might be a good attempt for
social aspects of mathematics classroom too.
5

1.4

Definitions of Terms

The term ethnomathematics had been defined by many researchers, educators
and mathematicians and it all interpreted differently in practical meaning.
Ethnomathematics was first used in the late 1960s by a Brazilian educator and
mathematician, Ubiratan D‟Ambrosio to describe the mathematical practices of
identifiable cultural groups. After him, some interpreted it as the study of
mathematics in different cultures, others as a way of making mathematics more
relevant to different cultural or ethnic groups, or as a way of understanding the
differences between cultures.
Ethnomathematics means “the math practiced among cultural groups such as
national-tribal societies, labor groups, children of a certain age bracket, professional
classes and so on" (D'Ambrosio, 1985, p.45). In this study, ethnomathematics refers
to describing mathematical practices of identifiable cultural groups, the mathematics
of their cultural practices and the relationship between mathematics and their culture
(Presmeg, 1996a).
The prefix ethno refers to identifiable cultural groups, such as national-tribal
societies, labor groups, children of a certain age bracket, professional classes, etc.
and includes their ideologies, language, daily practices, and their specific ways of
reasoning and inferring. It is sometimes used specifically for small-scale indigenous
societies, but in its broadest sense the ethnoprefix can refer to any group - national
societies, labor communities, religious traditions, professional classes, and so on
(D'Ambrosio, 1985). Mainly, the term ethnodescribes “ingredients that make up the
identity of a group: language, codes, values, beliefs, community, class, food and
dress, habits, and physical traits” (D‟Ambrosio, 2001, p. 308).
Mathemameans to explain, understand and manage reality specifically by
ciphering, counting, measuring, classifying, ordering, inferring and modeling
patterns arising in the environment (D'Ambrosio, 1991) and ‘tics’ defined as
methods, modes, styles, and techniques (D'Ambrosio, 1999).
An instruction integrated with ethnomathematicsrefers to students‟
introduction to the mathematical operations developed in familiar cultural contexts as
6

a way of expanding their perspective of math and deepening their understanding of
the cultural influence on how we perceive and use math (Bishop, 2002). In this study,
ethnomathematics-based instruction refers to teachers‟ building activities from a
particular group of students‟ culture and daily informal mathematics practices;
employing them formeaningful mathematical understandings and developing their
mathematics perspective.

1.5

My Motivation for the Study

Basically, my interest in cultural issues and various cultures has motivated me
to carry out this study. Focusing on a field of study unrelated to culture would make
me unhappy because I believe that culture is the reflection of our products as human
beings and the way we express ourselves in emotional and spiritual sense. Thus,
serving in an area that I would not able to process my soul and emotions would not
be acceptable for me. However, doing a culture-related work in mathematics is
regarded as arduous and weird in today‟s values and perceptions. Even if
mathematics emerged from the needs of people is an area which was completely
intertwined with life, it is still regarded as an area which is not possible to be
rendered down to daily life practices despite the recent teaching methods. Against the
notion considering mathematics‟ as a culture-free subject, I felt the need to do my
study with the aim of demonstrating the social aspects of this area, primarily for
myself.
I love being in the field and working together with people both mentally and
phsycally. However, according to the prevailing opinion, mathematics is not a course
that can be combined with cultural issues and this was affecting my motivation
negatively at the beginning of study. Before doing my research, I used to wish that I
were a teacher of a subject from the field of social sciences instead of mathematics so
that I could influence my students‟ lives directly. Nevertheless, after starting to work
as a teacher, I realized teaching profession on its own is already a field that nested
with students, including a lot of mutual interactions and emotions, and I liked it. On
top of it, I have been more satisfied since I observed student‟s high energy and
excitement in the courses that I prepared with the thoughts of endearing the feared
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and hated math classes to my students and letting them to realize math is more than
just memorizing equations and calculations.
However, in other schools where I worked, I experienced how difficult and
laborious teaching the existing mathematics curriculum to the students who have
different ethnic origins and who speak different languages was. It was impossible to
associate their daily life practices with the cases presented in the curriculum. While
working with those students who were completely away from the mathematics
language used in classes and the values in textbooks appealing to a different
(dominant) socio-economic and ethnic class, I noticed that mathematics education is
also influenced by social variables as well as other subjects. With the desire of stated
reasons, I started to read, and then I noticed that culturally relevant mathematics is
such a large research area that there have been many studies on it. After some more
reading, I came across a research field called ethnomathematics which is a great
workspace for a teacher like me who is sensitive to culture of various people and
who believes in the necessity of cultural diversity and accepts this as a resource
rather than a conflict.
After I learned that ethnomathematics is an area applicable not only to ethnic
identities but also all particular cultural groups, I decided to conduct this study with
the students that I teach. They are members of a community who make a living from
olive farming and some of my students still actively work in the olive groves. I
believed that they were even better than me in some practical mathematical
applications due to their daily practices brought from their ancestors. However, they
were not aware of this and didn‟t define them all as mathematical. At that point, I
presupposed that a mathematics teaching method nourished with theirown culture
and practices could contribute their learning.
Another reason attached me to this study was that ethnomathematics is an
area looking for solutions to inequality of opportunity in education. As it offers a
teaching relevant to practices of some particular cultural groups instead of a main
curriculum appealing to only middle class. Consequently, the success of the students
who has difficulty in establishing the connection with the existing curriculum
because of their unrepresented culture and background is expected to increase.
Namely, ethnomathematics method can also let those students who mostly come
from a lower class break their educationally deprived situation in order not to leave
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them behind. Even if it seems like a utopia in existing social system, it still worthes
giving a try for a better world.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter the related literature is reviewed. This chapter is divided into
two main parts. In the first part the theoretical framework is elaborated and in the
second part related research studies are reviewed.

2.1

Theoretical Framework

In this section, the concepts of culturally relevant subject and culturally
relevant mathematics are presented and Western mathematics versus Non-Western
mathematics is discussed. Subsequently ethnomathematics is introduced and its
relationship with human rights, the critics related it and the situation in Turkey
context are stated.

2.1.1 Culturally Relevant Subject

Educational difficulties are connected to the disparity between the values of
the dominant culture and the values of minority groups within the culture (Kneller,
1971). Disadvantaged minority groups live mostly outside of the dominant culture
and, by race, religion, sex, or other characteristics find themselves handicapped in an
educational system controlled by the values of the dominant culture. The dominance
of a certain culture in an educational system makes it difficult to heal the educational
disadvantages of non-dominant groups, and contributes to social division, inequality,
economic disparity and human alienation (Sahin & Gulmez, 2000).
Moreover, the students those have diverse cultural values and norms different
from dominant culture become disadvantageous when they were exposed to a
standardized pedagogy which is developed for dominant class (McLaren, 1989).
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Thus, to inhibit this reproduction process and provide more appropriate and
effective learning for all students, the connections between students‟ everyday
experiences and their own knowledge are required to be established.
Many young people come to school from homes that have particular cultural,
linguistic and symbolic capital that isn‟t represented in formal education and those
ones inevitably experience a dissonance between formal education and out of formal
education (Gea, 1992). However, if we could establish culturally relevant educational
programs for others, we may achieve to provide an educational environment without
negative effects of this dissonance. Because, we know that when the students
understand conceptions from their own point of view and with their own words, they
feel that they have ownership in the subject and their motivation to learn increases
(Greene, 2000). It only could be guaranteed by multicultural approaches in
education.
Actually, all curriculum and instructions are culturally relevant but the
important thing is, whose cultural background and practices is mentioned on it. In
minority context, it usually refers to dominant culture (Lipka et al., 2005). However,
multicultural education has a basis that doesn‟t eliminate any culture, ethnicity,
gender, socio-economic status and promotes the rights of all people to let the learners
to understand diverse issues and problems existing in society (D‟Ambrosio, 1995).

2.1.2 Culturally Relevant Mathematics

The cultural dissonance and its natural outcome the existing failure in
education are mentioned in general; but this situation is usually reproduced by
different sub-variables in micro-educational environments such as classrooms. Even
if this issue seems to refer only social subjects such as history, language, etc., it
actually might occur in all sub layers of education in an apparent or hidden way.
Thus, mathematics classroom is also one of those sub layers. However common idea
might mislead us about mathematics is a culture-free subject that only consists of
numbers, formulas that are same in every culture. That‟s why mostly we couldn‟t be
able to catch the point that it is a subject which could be affected by social issues.
Actually, in every mathematics classroom, there exist an intersection between culture
which forms students‟ background and mathematics that surrounds this environment.
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However, there are differences between what is valued in these cultures and when
this difference widened; the existing intersection resembles a clash rather than a
successful symbiosis. Thus, such a clash excludes many culturally diverse
studentsfrom a successful education unless they become assimilated (Wooltorton,
1997).
Besides those arguments which support the cultural dimensions of
mathematics education, there also exist some views which go one step further by
saying cultural deficiencies in mathematics education might be more critical than
other subjects because of its gate keeper role in society, in means of students‟ further
academic studies and future occupational status (Campbell, 1991; Meaney, 2002).
D‟Ambrosio (2001) captures the problem of children of color in USA context and
states that they do not derive the same level of mathematics as much as their
European American peers in the classrooms of USA. Also, they mostly do not
achieve to get in higher level mathematics courses and professions requiring
significant mathematical competence and drop out from the mathematical field
without realizing the huge mathematical heritage that they bring historical and
culturally.
Besides equality issues in mathematics education, one other problem that
moots culturally relevant mathematics curriculum isthe necessity of diverse learning
methods for diverse cultures and societies. For a general example, the work in the
1970s in Papua New Guinea by Lancy (1983), suggested that children from some
cultural groups did not pass through Piaget‟s stages in the same way as children from
Western cultures did. This study shows up wrongfulness of generalizing and same
implementations for all in education. Another study reveals the importance of
culturally relevant mathematics education reported that Aboriginal children living in
both urban and rural settings had much less number knowledge than their nonAboriginal counterparts but outperformed them in understanding of directions. For
such children, culturally relevant programs are a requirement and it may be more
sensible to start a mathematics curriculum based upon the directional understandings
that they have and build understandings of number into these (Kearins, 1991).
When students are unable to crack the code of classroom mathematics and
teaching practices, they come to see themselves as failed learners and so develop
particular dispositions towards mathematics and have minimal expectations of their
achievement potential (Niesche & Zevenbergen, 2008). Though it still sounds
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ridiculous for many people, putting the math in its cultural context helps teaching the
mathematics and makes it more meaningful to students, since it has a human context
(Philipp, 1996).
However, it is still needed to be explored how the mathematics curriculum
can be made more culturally responsive, in order to encourage more meaningful and
effective learning, more equal participation at the higher levels particularly (Bishop,
2002). With the help of multicultural educational policies, culturally responsive
teaching may be integrated with mathematics education, but with the condition of
moving beyond the superficial, ostensible and trivial attempts and cursory examples
of their culture like food, festivals, and holidays (Irvine & Armento, 2001).In other
words, applying ethnomathematics program in classrooms will help the students to
enrich their construction of mathematical ideas when it is presented by investigating
and exploring the mathematics in their cultural products and practices, instead of
adding the trivial and formalistic elements connected to a specific culture in the tasks
(Powell & Frankenstein, 1997).

2.1.3 Western / Non-Western Mathematics

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, after the scientific revolution that
occurred in Europe, mathematics is categorized in Western society and used to be
linked to analytical activities as objectivity and factuality (Rowlands & Carson,
2002; Bishop, 2002). The priority of Western mathematics and number systems had
universal dominance after this scientific revolution which made Europe as cultural
and scholarly center of the world. In the following centuries, non-Western
approaches to mathematics were regarded as inferior (Malaty 1998). It is assumed
that the immigrants should reject their native mathematical practices and learn
Western mathematics instead when they get into Western culture, mostly in a harsh
educational environment that require assimilation (Weiger, 2000).
As all mentioned before, mathematics is an important subject for students in
regard to many aspects. However, mathematics and the way that it is taught is
degraded to Western, generally middle-class values and beliefs (Meaney, 2002).
Values like rationalism, objectivity, control, mystery, etc. are assigned as the main
values of Western mathematics (Bishop, 1988b). Those values which conquered and
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dominated the entire world with Western civilization affect our beliefs and values too
(D‟Ambrosio, 1985). However the reality is that even if the most worldwide
mathematics known and used today developed in the Western World, it occurred
with the contribution of diverse civilizations throughout human history (Bishop,
1988b). While teaching Eurocentric mathematics in almost entire world with an
appreciation to ancient Greeks, we are missing to count that the legendary founders
of Greek mathematics such as Pythagoras and Thales traveled and studied in India
and northern Africa, where they acquired much of their mathematical knowledge
(D‟Ambrosio, 2001). Thus, children do not know about mathematical inventions and
applications of such ancient non-European people as the Egyptians, the Babylonians,
the Maya, and the Incas because they are not taught with a mathematics which is
contributed by members of different cultures whom were all intelligent, resourceful
and creative too (D‟Ambrosio, 2001). Even if the surveys of history of mathematics
have always included the contributions of non-Western cultures, such as those of the
Egyptians and Mayans, the main achievements were typically treated as milestones
on the pathway of the development of Western mathematics (Zaslavsky, 2002).
Moreover, these topics are rarely, if ever, available to students studying mathematics
at any level (Powell, 2002).
While determining the deficiencies in application of mathematics, for sure,
we should clarify that the aim of ethnomathematics is not to underrate the role of
Western contributions to mathematics, but to present the role of other cultures‟ inputs
to mathematics in an unbiased, unprejudiced, and objective manner (Ġzmirli, 2011).
Anyway, this historic trespass about some other cultures‟ mathematical contributions
is being solved with investigations, books and papers detailing the history of the
mathematical developments of non European civilizations, such as Japanese, Iraqi,
Egyptian, Islamic, Hebrew, and Incan (Ġzmirli, 2011).
The report of Australian Academy of Science (Australian Academy of
Science, 2003) indicates that there had been many cultures which created significant
mathematical systems. However, some people unfortunately find those ancient
mathematics systems irrelevant today. Yet, according to the researchers of this
report, many non-Western mathematics systems remain still alive, such as some
Mayans are still using traditional calendars for religious purposes and to help
determine the agricultural cycle. Besides there still exist some practiced systems
other than Western ones, the important point is about being aware of the Western
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mathematics does not and cannot meet the needs of all people around the World and
is not always easily understood by outsiders of mainstream cultures. For example,
Australian educators have noted that Western mathematics often has little meaning in
remote Aboriginal communities and therefore it is difficult to communicatefor years.
Approaches that take into account the cultural context and the mathematical systems
in use within the community are likely to be much more effective. In other words,
even if the relationship between the length of the hypotenuse and lengths of the sides
of a right triangle is an eternal truth, it doesn‟t mean that any other culture needs to
share it. Teaching the same mathematical values in all around the world explains that
most of mathematics education depends on the assumptions of Western cultures.
Eventually, the mathematics learning process for those with other culture and
practices is getting alienated and harder (Ascher, 1991).
The researchers that have begun adopting a more culturally sensitive
approach to the study of the history and development of mathematics attempt to
avoid this assumption of Western cultures (Bishop, 2002). However, reaching a real
mathematics which is constructed with each culture‟s own roots and background is
not always quite easy. Besides demographical inequalities discussed above, the other
important factor that reproduces some students‟ disadvantaged position is promotion
of Western mathematics –instead of their own- in schools all around the world. It has
been thought that low mathematics attainment and achievement especially in the
third world countries could be due to the lack of cultural consistence in the
curriculum (Bakalevu, 1998).
However, as Hatfield, Edwards, Bitter and Morrow (2000) state we have to
recognize that mathematics has been present in every culture since societies started
to record their histories and the effects of mathematics on any culture and its people
are not identical. Many studies, generally the ones related with ethnomathematics
suggest that if mathematics which is produced by each culture is well adapted to
mathematical tasks, it brings more meaningful and useful mathematical knowledge
for those particular cultural groups.
Although it is accepted that we do not have to teach mathematics in a way
that is relevant to Western values, it is still hard to breaking down this rigid structure
and building up culturally relevant mathematics teaching. Such as Seagrim and
Lendon (cited in Lancy, 1983, p.54) suggested that “the closer the home environment
approaches the Western model, the more closely does performance approach the
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Western standard”. In other words, in order to succeed in mathematics, children need
a home background similar to the ones Western children have. At that point, this
situation calls this critic question to the mind; why we wouldn‟t give a try to reverse?
In other words, if we would present children a mathematics which intersects with
their own culture and background, then they would succeed in it more.

2.1.4 Ethnomathematics

Bishop (1988a) distinguished the difference between mathematics with a
capital M and a small m. M is the mathematics accepted as a scientific and
institutional discipline which is applied by mathematicians and highly specialized
engineering or physics students, especially in universities. However, m is determined
as any procedures that a person uses in his/her daily life, such as counting and
measuring. From this distinction, François and Pinxten (2007) question that “should
we accept the idea that the mathematician‟s M ought to be learned by everyone, or
should we develop the m in the subjects‟ culture through our mathematics classes?”
(p. 214).
Ethnomathematics, which is one of the naturalistic theories about
mathematical knowledge, is formed as an alternative to absolutist views such as
formalism, logicism, and constructivism (Ernest, 1991). Ethnomathematics and other
proponents of the naturalistic approach advocate that mathematical knowledge
(including insights and intuitions of M) has cultural and contextual roots by nature
(Pinxten, 1992). In this study, the naturalistic perspective of mathematics is accepted.
An important benefit that is associated with ethnomathematics in the
literature is its emphasis on the significance of using math as a part of everyday life
(Bishop‟s “m”). This can be particularly useful for cultural minority students who
may have difficulty distinguishing the usefulness and relevance of formal, Western
mathematics to their lives. By employing culturally-significant examples and
contexts from their everyday life, the disconnection that students perceive as
separating real life from the academic world can be minimized (Greene, 2000). It is
asserted that ethnomathematics may be an effective tool for bridging everyday
mathematics and academic mathematics, as well as helping students from culturally
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marginalized groups to become more successful in Western mathematics (Civil,
2002).
As all cultures in the world develop activities in particular ways, they also
need specific exercises to learn, to refer their mathematical skills (Presmeg, 1998). If
we accept that individuals and cultures play an active role in learning and producing
mathematics, then we normally have to reject the teaching approaches that consider
mathematics as a deductively discovered, pre-existing body of knowledge. Thus,
mathematics demands a multicultural approach which improves students‟ awareness,
cultural self-respect and cohesive view of cultures by exposing them to the
mathematics of different cultures (Ġzmirli, 2011).
At the present time, there is no universally accepted operational definition of
what constitutes ethnomathematics and its instructional elements. Furthermore, a
lack of quantitative data on the subject makes a credible limitation for material
improvements in ethnomathematics (Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview,
Critical Analysis, Implications and Applications, nd). However, there exist many
different definitions and interpretations of the term ethnomathematics. Ġzmirli (2011)
gathered the commonalities in all these different definitions and characterized
ethnomathematics as an approach that considers the objectives such as;
Mathematics is a cultural product and non-literate, traditional cultures and social groups
also have a mathematics; Mathematicians have to establish a dialogue between the
mathematics of different cultures, especially between those that have been systematically
excluded from the mainstream history of mathematics, and formal, academic mathematics,
and thus restore cultural dignity to groups that have been traditionally marginalized and
excluded; all quantitative and qualitative practices, such as counting, weighing and
measuring, comparing, sorting and classifying, which have been accumulated through
generations in diverse cultures, should be encompassed as legitimate ways of doing
mathematics; people produce mathematical knowledge to humanize themselves.along with
music, arts, literature, and sciences is a distinct product of human societies and as any other
such cultural phenomenon, is vital to our being human; the history and the philosophy of
mathematics constitute essential components of ethnomathematics. (p. 34)

2.1.5 Mathematics as a Human Right

Besides teaching and learning processes, ethnomathematics is also proposed
as a tool for a better world. Basically because of the idea of respect to the others,
equality in classroom and social practices that ethnomathematics defend, students
gain a manner considering human rights and equality in social life. D‟Ambrosio
thinks that teaching and learning mathematics is a practice with an obvious political
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ground because it is a lever for the development of the individual, national and global
well-being (cited in François, 2010). He also continues with the political proposition
as registered in the OECD/PISA report (which is the basis for the PISA-2003
continuation enquiry) that mathematics education should be accessible to all pupils,
not only to the privileged few.
Also throughout ethnomathematics, students gain an unconscious awareness
to own and use their education as part of their citizenship with the social practices of
the classroom by getting used to what counts as being mathematical (Lerman, 2001).
In OECD report at 2004, it is stated that;
Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and understand the role that
mathematics plays in the world, to make well-founded judgments and to use and engage with
mathematics in ways that meet the needs of that individual’s life as a constructive, concerned
and reflective citizen.(p.37)

Besides learning to value the mathematics, ethnomathematics also provide
social acquisitions such as students develop a greater respect to those different from
them, when they taught with multicultural mathematics activities (D‟Ambrosio,
2001).
That is to say, the ethnomathematics program promotes the rights of all
people, no matter their sexual orientation, gender, ethnicity, race, and socioeconomic status and lets the students to understand the issues of all members of our
increasingly globalized society and appreciate the achievements of their own and
other cultures (cited in Orey & Rosa, 2006).At the same time, perhaps the most
powerful claim for the new discipline has been made by D‟Ambrosio himself (cited
in Australian Academy of Science, 2003):
Mathematics is absolutely integrated with Western civilization, which conquered and
dominated the entire world. The only possibility of building up a planetary civilization
depends on restoring the dignity of the losers and, together, winners and losers, moving into
the new. [Ethnomathematics, then, is] a step towards peace.

2.1.6 Critics of Ethnomathematics

As always there exist controversial between the idea of mathematics is
culture-free (the Realist-Platonist school) or culture-laden (Social Constructivists);
the main question discussed is actually about whether ethnomathematics is a part of
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mathematics or not (Ġzmirli, 2011). Some educators claim that teaching mathematics
with ethnomathematical approach reduces it to a social studies subject that teach
students little about „real‟ mathematics. Some others simply ridicule the whole
notion. According to one disparaging journalist, “Unless you wish to balance your
checkbook the ancient Navajo way, it's probably safe to ignore the whole thing”
(Australian Academy of Science, 2003)
In Rowlands and Carson‟s (2002) review of ethnomathematics, they criticized
it from another point of view that is career opportunities. They claim that
ethnomathematicalinstruction

reduces

the

importance

of

formal,

Western

mathematical concepts and skills and eventually cause students unfit for many
rewarding career paths. They think that if we enforce ethnomathematics,
mathematics as an academic discipline will become accessible only to the most
privileged ones in society and the rest learn multicultural arithmetic within problem
solving as a life skill. In the same study, the researchers agree with the relevance of
using culturally familiar contexts and examples to teach formal mathematics. They
also admit that it is quite beneficial for especially minority students. Their proposal
makes sense when a mathematics curriculum which students are evaluated with
standardized tests is considered. However, in order to deal with that the cultural
contexts might be used to allow students to gain access and acquaintance with
formal, Western mathematics, rather than replacing them altogether.
A common imprecise approach used by Western industrial countries about
ethnomathematics is regarding it as teaching mathematics used by indigenous people
as a “folkloristic” introduction to “real” mathematics. However, as also stated before,
ethnomathematics is a discipline which proposes to moving beyond the superficial,
ostensible and trivial attempts and cursory examples of particular cultures‟ like food,
festivals, and holidays (Irvine & Armento, 2001). Also Powell and Frankenstein
(1997) reject this approach and recommend that ethnomathematics is studied as a
means to reveal the vital role that mathematics has played throughout the
development of human civilization.
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2.1.7 Ethnomathematics in Turkey Context

Especially in diverse countries like Brasil (D‟Ambrosio, 1985), USA (Wilson
& Mosquera, 1991), Mozambique (Gerdes, 1998), etc., there is a growing awareness
about mathematics is a cultural product and it is effectively dependent on students‟
social class, race, ethnicity, language background, gender and other demographic
characteristics. (Secada, 1992). The increasing mobility of the world‟s population has
forced the development and implementation of effective cross-cultural instructional
methods to be a priority (Bishop, 2002). Those countries started to derive benefits of
this situation and try to use the ethnicity of students as a resource in meaningful
learning of school mathematics, instead of reading it negatively (Presmeg, 1998).
While the dominant culture of the teacher was the only culture valued in the
classroom before, now the culture of students is seen as a powerful tool for a better
understanding of school mathematics (Nieto, 1996).
In every society, there are some minority groups, which differ from the
dominant culture in some aspects of social life, such as religion, language, being
isolated in the country, low economic status, ethnicity, gender, or in being physically,
mentally or psychologically handicapped (Sahin & Gulmez, 2000). Yet, schools can
potentially support the existence and acceptance of bicultural identities in the
majority population. The culture of subgroups should be understood and respected to
make education appropriate for their children (Wyman, 1993). As Wyman (1993)
points out,one‟s education is guided by one‟s culture, and all aspects of education are
cultural.
In Turkey context, education is uniform for all grades in all schools and in all
regions of country with a nationwide curriculum which was prepared by Ministry of
National Education. The transmission and advancement of the dominant Turkish
culture is an integral part of this education. The presence of any sub-societies and
subcultures, their historical existence, their languages, values, norms, and ways of
life are ignored in the formal school system (Sahin & Gulmez, 2000). It is a dilemma
that there isn‟t enough study on culturally relevant mathematics in Turkey, as also a
multicultural society.
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2.1.8 Why Measurement Subject?

Bishop (1991) asserts that mathematics occurs across cultures in six aspects
of human activity. Those categories in which mathematical activity occurs are
counting, measuring, locating, designing, playing, and explaining. The measuring
category is identified as;
Measuring is the third 'universal' and significant activity for the development of
mathematical ideas, and is concerned with comparing, with ordering, and with quantifying
qualities which are of value and importance. All cultures recognize the importance of certain
things but once again, all cultures do not value the same things to the same extent. Much
depends on the local environment and the needs which it provokes. (p. 34)

These six categories underlines that mathematics influences peoples' lives,
including, most importantly to educators and children‟s lives. If teachers want their
students to derive personal relevance from learning mathematics in school, they
should capitalize on these six areas which will promote students‟ every day
experiences and connect them to the mathematics lessons. Therefore, measurement
as one of the main activities of human seems to be a good start to develop and apply
culturally relevant mathematics activities in an elementary classroom.
Measurement has a special place in every mathematics curriculum because it
takes place in mathematics as one of the subjects that is quite necessary in daily life
and quite connected with other areas such as geometry, statistics, etc. Also, having
measurement skills, using appropriate units and tools let students to quantify and
understand the world better (Tan-Sisman & Aksu, 2011).
Measurement is also a mathematical activity which all cultures have to be
involved in (Bishop, 1988a), but in different ways, methods and approaches.
However, the different cultural practices between home and school mathematics
mostly cause conflicts for students. In Bishop‟s (1978) study, the Papua New
Guinean interviewee revealed his conflict on finding area in different sociocultural
mathematical contexts by saying that “At home I add, at school I multiply”. Bishop
(1978) explains the importance of taking into account the effect of cultural values on
measurement concepts with the example of some villagers who measure the size of a
garden by the numbers of paces across and down the garden, even if Westerners
think that is a semi-perimeter. However, in school, the same student will calculate
area as a product of the length and breadth that clearly shows children from different
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background may have different varying area perspectives. Likewise, in Owens and
Kaleva‟s (2007) study in Australia, students were intuitively thinking of area in terms
of length but not as a product of two sides as presented in school mathematics nor as
a semi-perimeter but as a way of counting fixed areas known from their context.
As all cultures are connected with measuring in some way, the important part
is these alternative cultural approaches could assist us to fulfill students‟
development more. This kind of studies that develop activities linked to diverse
cultures will enable us to notice the cultural artifacts that represent measurement of
length or related concepts such as area. That kind of informal measurement systems
might also help us to recognize how intuitive understandings of measuring can be
transformed into structural understandings. We only need to consider key concepts of
measurement such as; the units used, these units‟ way of repetition and the need to
compare quantities using identical units to be able to transform (Outhred & McPhail,
2000). In order to connect home discourse into classroom activity on measurement, it
must be understood well that how every society compares and measures
systematically and so why people measure. It actually requires special skills of
mathematics educators and first language speakers to discover the existing
measurement systems and converting it into the classroom activity (Bishop, 1988a).
Besides all, measurement is a subject that quite difficult to students around
the world (Zacharos, 2006). Area and perimeter concepts are frequently confused by
students, repeated units and structure are poorly grasped and proportional reasoning
is often not achieved by students despite its fundamental position in mathematics.
Generally, the students have difficulty on recognizing the structure of measurement
systems. The difficulty of teach and students‟ failure on estimation in measurement is
also another issue needs to be solved(cited in Kaleva, Matang & Owens, 2008).
Likewise in world, the researches on students‟ understanding of measurement
in Turkey reveal serious difficulties varying from incorrect alignment with a ruler to
confusion of perimeter with area (Tan-Sisman & Aksu, 2011). In their study, TanSisman & Aksu (2009) founded that most of the seventh grade students not only
confuse the concept of perimeter with the concept of area but also confuse the
formula for perimeter with area. They also revealed that many students have
difficulties in units of length and area measurement.
Lastly, after realizing that measurement is a quite difficult but critical subject
in both international and national contexts, I offer to use ethnomathematical
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approach on measurement unit because according to literature, it is known that the
traditional communities are quite strong on measurement skills, so I want take its
advantage as a source in mathematics classrooms.

2.2

Review of Related Literature

The relatively new discipline ethnomathematics had been started to be
discussed in the 1970s and sufficient research activity had been completed to form a
substantial body of literature and source for possible instructional application, in last
15 years (Knijnik, 2002a). At this time, there is no universally accepted operational
definition of what constitutes ethnomathematics and its instructional elements; and a
lack of quantitative data on this subject makes a credible determination of the ability
to encourage material improvements in the current mathematics achievement
gap(Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview, Critical Analysis, Implications and
Applications, nd).
Demmert and Towner (2003) reviewed more than 8000 studies about
culturally based education and found only a few studies that used quasi experimental
design, get statistically significant results, and involved core academic content.
According to Western scholar opinion, empirical data and mathematical calculations
are superior and more reliable than those produced through qualitative analysis. This
assumption is based on the broader idea that numbers and mathematical functions are
purely objective, and as a result, are immune to the influence of subjectivity
(Arismendi-Pardi, 1999). However, both qualitative and quantitative studies are
appreciated regarding on their contribution to the field by considering that the
association of mathematics with objectivity and factuality has lasted only since the
scientific revolution that took hold in Europe over the course of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries (Rowlands and Carson, 2002). In this section, I will state some
existing quantitative researches and try to feed them with qualitative ones. Here are
some of those studies that used experimental methods.
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2.2.1 Empirical Studies about the Instruction Integrated with
Ethnomathematics

There exist many scientific arguments for ethnomathematics which show a
direct correlation between culture and students‟ academic success in mathematics.
One of them is Arishmendi-Pardi‟s (2001) empirical study which is conducted in
Orange Coast College (OCC), Florida, USA between two groups whom are taken
Intermediate Algebra, with and without ethnomathematical pedagogy. The results of
this study clearly reveal the positive effect of ethnomathematical pedagogy on
mathematics achievement. In this quasi-experimental research, students whom are
taught with ethnomathematical pedagogy performed better than those whom are
taught without ethnomathematical pedagogy.
Magallanes (2003) applied a quasi-experimental research in his thesis
for National University with two groups of math students at Torch Middle School in
California. He aimed to find a significant difference between the test scores of the
students whom are taught coordinate planes with ethnomathematics software and
those taught with traditional teaching methods only. Finally, it is found that the
students that taught with ethnomathematics software outscored the others. The results
show that a teaching technique riveted with ethnomathematics is an effective tool in
order to increase students‟ academic achievement in mathematics.
Another experimental research (Kurumeh, Onah & Mohammed, 2012) which
points out ethnomathematics as a very significant strategy for increased meaningful
understanding of concepts, higher retention and more recall of concepts in
mathematics is conducted in Obi and Oju education areas of zone C in Benue state of
Nigeria with 248 Junior Secondary three students.In the end of this experiment, the
treatment group who had been taught with an ethnomathematical approach had
higher retention rate in statistics than the control group who had been taught with
conventional method. Throughout this study, it is proved that ethnomathematics
teaching approach is more effective in facilitating and improving students‟ retention
in statistics than the conventional approach.
Besides positive results, there are some studies concluded without significant
effect. In their study which aims to develop an instruction integrated with
ethnomathematics and evaluate its effects on students‟ mathematics achievement and
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attitudes toward mathematics, Kara and Togrol (2010) provide many purposeful
implications

about

designing

and

applying

an

instruction

related

with

ethnomathematics by expressing their experiment, which applied to 7th graders
during 6 hours of instruction, on transformational, reflectional and rotational
symmetry, patterns and ornaments based on the mathematics used in Topkapi Palace.
However, after statistical testing, they couldn‟t gain a significant difference between
the achievement levels of control and treatment group. This result which contradicts
with related literature is questioned in terms of the time/length of the treatment or
about the differentiation of the treatments by the researchers. Beside achievement,
the effects of instructions with ethnomathematics on students‟ attitudes towards
mathematics are supported by findings of the same study with positive statistical
results of treatment group.

2.2.2 Ethnographic Field Studies about the Instruction Integrated with
Ethnomathematics

There also exist some studies that conduct field research especially among
specific cultural groups such as tribal communities, in order to provide practical
resources for ethnomathematics area. Even if those researches mostly applicable to
only specific environments, they usually provide a course of action for others who
would like to develop tasks for some particular groups. In one of those studies called
“Ethnomathematics in practice”, François and Pinxten (2007) offer some suggestions
about the practical use of ethnomathematics in the classroom. They undertook a field
research among the Navajo Indians (in the U.S.) and applied the hooghan (traditional
housing) project, which refers to Navajo geometry teaching, with the children who
are visiting hooghan, living in a hooghan or receiving explicit explanations about it
any time. In the classroom, children are asked to build a hooghan which is a
cosmological scale model of the world and illustrates the Navajo concepts for abovebelow, proportions, wind directions, room to move, etc. During this team work, they
mentally explored all aspects of the hooghan, like notions of orientation and
proportion, a scale model is built and graphic presentations of the hooghan are made.
In these lessons, Navajo language is used and autochthonous concepts are respected
and developed further. After this study, researchers find beneficial for children to
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start with daily surroundings, then visualizing the features in it and finalizing with
graphical representations to gain the insight needed to grasp the implicit view of
mathematics. Besides all, the article provides a detailed instruction task of hooghan
project for future practical usage.
Another culturally based mathematics curriculum is implemented to
indigenous Yup‟ik students by two different trainee teacher -one a cultural insider
and the other new to Alaska- in Lipka, et al.(2005)‟s experimental study. In order to
construct a culturally based mathematics curriculum for elementary students, the
researchers carried out a collaborated study with Yup‟ik elders, teachers, schools,
and communities and after implementation, they tried to analyze remarkable
outcomes about students‟ math performance and the changes in teachers‟ relationship
with the content, culture, community and students. In those case studies, students
tried to make a fish rack –a structure used to dry salmon. Throughout this activity
which connects everyday knowledge to school based knowledge, the students
stimulated this structure whose four corners form a rectangle and gained a deeper and
further explorations of mathematics more challenging than in math textbooks
knowledge. As an example of both quantitative and qualitative research designs, the
results of the study strongly reveal that this culturally relevant curriculum applied to
Alaska Native students has been statistically and practically significant in improving
their academic mathematics performance. According to the results, cultural topics of
modules provided real and positive connections for students and also altered the
social organization and communication in the classroom.
A study that commented by D‟Ambrosio (2002) as an excellent example of
the connection between ethnomathematics and modeling, was containing useful and
practical indications also for the topic and application process of our study,
especially by the ways of how to make mathematical modeling related with
ethnomathematics. In this study, a group of Brazilian teachers worked on the
cultivation of wines brought to Southern Brazil by Italian immigrants in the early
twentieth century because they thought that their problem has to be related with the
culture of the people in this region. After some ethnographical and historical research
on their topic and interviewing wine producers, a wine producer who builds his own
barrels drew their eye because he was finding the volume of barrel perfectly with a
process very different from academic mathematics. This practice presents a good
example for ethnomathematics because the producer‟s techniques were learned from
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his father and transmitted to the family members of his family through generations
by his ancestors long before arriving in Brazil.
There also exist some studies that offer ethnomathematical activities to be
implemented in classrooms. One of them is a study of Powell and Temple (2001)
which suggest a board game called Oware - originally coming from Africa - to
support African students‟ mathematics in school. They especially used this game
because children have a common biological root in Africa and cognitively fulfilled
when they work with different cultural elements of mathematics. They taught the 612 years old children to play the Abapa version of Oware in New York. Throughout
this game, the players recognize interesting and important numerical patterns which
introduce the idea of a one dimensional cellular automaton and triangular numbers.
Besides that, students interacts with aspects of the culture in which it originated
when they play a game such as Oware and the teachers may benefit from many
important mathematical and cultural values by using it in classroom.

2.2.3 Development and Application of Ethnomathematical Tasks on
Measurement

Through an ethnomathematical approach, students gain meaningful
mathematics experiences and appreciate to see the link between their daily
experiences and school mathematics. Especially in such an important topic as
measurement that appears in all grades of mathematics curriculum, using
ethnomathematical approaches become more vital and applicable in school
mathematics to let students internalize related concepts. Besides some studies that
provide data about the effects of ethnomathematical approaches on students‟
achievement and attitude, there also exist a number of researches on development
and application processes of an ethnomathematical task. In this part,the related
researches on measurement unit will be stated and also try to place some studies give
information about instructional process.
In Adam‟s (2004) study, an ethnomathematical unit of measurement (area,
perimeter, volume) was designed and applied to 5th grade students in two primary
schools in the Maldives. Teachers and students were able to identify the activities
and experiences about measurement systems in Maldivian culture and link them to
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the 5th grade measurement syllabus. And eventually, after collecting data from
teacher workshops, questionnaires, classroom observations, interviews, teacher
resources, and a research journal, he found that the ethnomathematical approach was
appreciated and understood by teachers and students. Despite the very traditional
education of the Maldives, students gained motivation and interest, saw that
mathematics at work in society, connected school mathematics to real world
activities and actively understood that mathematics as something that humans
develop in response to particular situations. In this ethnographic study, an
ethnomathematical measurement unit designed and taught over three weeks replacing
the standard unit in the curriculum. Some of the activities designed by researchers
and teachers took place during the unit were; visiting different sites such as
carpentry, boat building sheds, and markets, to explore mathematical aspects of these
activities, doing activities in the classroom using cultural objects related to
measurement, doing activities in the classroom that were outside students‟
experiences or culture, doing activities in the classroom to learn about and learn to
use conventional mathematical systems, notations, and techniques by discussing the
need for accuracy and examining real world instances where mathematical accuracy
and formulae are needed; and those activities were inspired the development process
of our activities used in this study. Besides that, the parameters determined for
observations were; “the use of context during the lesson; the teacher helping and
encouraging students to talk about mathematics in the classroom; the teacher and
students‟ use of their own ethnomathematical experiences; and the teacher and
students linking ethnomathematics to school mathematics”. From observations and
data analysis, it is proved that implementing an ethnomathematical curriculum unit
was appreciated, in accordance with teachers and students‟ views.
For further ideas how to connect ethnomathematics to school mathematics,
Masingila‟s (1993) study could be followed which aims to suggest ideas on deriving
mathematical ideas from an out of school practice within culture, incorporating it
with school curriculum and introducing it to the students. The researcher purposely
chose to make a research on measurement because of the existing density of work on
arithmetic and geometry concepts in the research area that seeks ethnomathematical
practices within cultures. In order to realize the mathematical concepts and processes
involved in estimating and installing floor coverings, the researcher spent a summer
with a group of carpet layers. At the same time, she analyzed the measurement
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chapters of 6th, 7th and 8th grade mathematics textbooks to connect ethnomathematics
of carpet layers with school learning. Four mathematical concepts used by carpet
layer are observed by the researcher; measurement, computational algorithms,
geometry and ratio and proportion. Yet, the most widely-used concept by the
estimators and installers was measurement such as finding the perimeter of a region,
finding the area of a region, drawing and cutting 45 o angles, and drawing and cutting
90o angles, estimating, visualizing spatial arrangements, knowing what to measure,
and using non-standard methods of measuring, etc. Based on the observations and
investigations, this study reveals three key ideas to connect in-school and out-ofschool mathematics that teachers should build upon the mathematical knowledge that
students' bring to school from their out-of-school situations;introduce mathematical
ideas through situations that engage students in problem solving; and establish
master - apprentice relationships with their students to guide students in doing
mathematics and help initiate them into the mathematics community.As it could be
seen, according to the study, the biggest responsibility is given to teachers on
connecting students‟ everyday experiences and mathematical knowledge by making
connections between these two worlds in a manner that will help formalize the
students' informal mathematical knowledge and learning mathematics in a more
meaningful, relevant way.
Kaleva, Matang and Owens, whom are members of the Glen Lean
Ethnomathematics Centre (GLEC) at University of Goroka, wish to collate and
analyze the information on cultural measurement systems of the different language
groups of Papua New Guinea (PNG). In PNG where colonial education systems
marginalized the knowledge, culture and values of these societies, those mathematics
education lecturers are collaborated and conducted a case study as a framework for
understanding mathematics of learners in transition from home cultures to classroom
mathematics. By determining out of school knowledge of measurement in these
indigenous communities, they aim to establish new tasks for more socially and
culturally responsive measurement education applicable in PNG and worldwide.
In order to adapt it into math education, they asked local people about the
ways of comparing and measuring in their village or language group. As example,
they stated some activities that may include comparing and measuring such as
comparing land, garden, or house areas; collecting, preparing and using traditional
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materials; plant growth, feasts; wind strength, heat, speed; making houses, clothes,
bilas, carvings, bags, canoes, drums, sacred objects, musical instruments, medicine or
food; travel distance. They also wanted to discover how this cultural group compare
or measure, or carefully show others how to do things and explain and their
expression was basically “In your village, you may have other measurement
activities”.
In PNG project, they followed some stages. Firstly they identified the
different types of cognitive and physical strategies used by a culturally diverse
sample of Indigenous Papua New Guinean societies in various cultural activities that
involve comparing and measuring length (including distance), area, mass, and
volume and associated concepts such as ratio within cultural contexts. Then, they
collected data from as many different languages as possible to confirm the
appropriateness of analysis of the systems and strategies and to establish a database
of length, area, volume and mass measurements. After enough field research, they
relatedthe findings to current Western understanding of how children develop
fundamental concepts of measurement and undertook an evaluation of teaching using
this new knowledge to improve students‟ learning in elementary school.
After all, linguistically modified surveys, observations and interviews with
mature-aged students and villagers are used as valuable sources to provide example
lesson plans for elementary measurement unit in this project. Data have indicated
that estimation is commonly used for comparing lengths and areas in different PNG
cultural groups. However, it is also clear that informal units are used extensively with
varying degrees of emphasis on accuracy using these measures. Making gardens and
drains were the main areas for discussion, especially in the highlands. Food gathering
and preparation is also an area where measurement takes place.
The informal cultural approach to measurement allows students to grasp more
easily the meaning of measurement and how units are structured (Owens & Kaleva,
2007). Thus, it is wise for a teacher to use the cultural or out-of-school experiences
of students for measuring rather than textbook suggestions which may have been
written in a different context emphasizing calculations and giving small visuals of
shapes. It is surely beyond doubt that experiencing large areas to measure from outof school contexts were not comparable to small diagrams drawn on the board or in
textbooks. With this research that uncovers the potential wealth of indigenous
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knowledge to be practiced in mathematical activities, it is also become clear that the
measurement systems have their own specific non-western methods, purposes, and
indeed

strengths

in

introducing

students
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The aim of this chapter is to provide information about the design and
participants, data collection instruments, data collection procedure, analysis of data,
trustworthiness and limitations of the study.

3.1

Inquiry approach of the Study

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the students‟ perceptions of
and engagement in ethnomathematical tasks about area measurement concept.This
study has a momentary meaning for a particular situation because it requires to be
implemented in a particular cultural group. Because of that, actions and cases in this
study require to be evaluated in the environment which they belong. In other words,
students‟ behaviors and reactions, social movements and interrelationships were tried
to be understood; and they were examined while students were continuing their daily
practices in their natural habitat. Stressing to explain the certain facts and cases in
certain terms and conditions dependent on reality, culture, people, time and place
with detailed investigations required to adapt qualitative research approach for this
study in order to fulfill those steps and purposes stated above (Uçak, 2000). More
specifically, this study could be categorized as a basic interpretive study which can
be used when an instructor is interested in how students make meaning of a situation
or phenomenon (Merriam, 2002). In basic qualitative study, the data is being
collected from interviews, observations, or document analysis (e.g., students‟ written
work) and analysis is of patterns or common themes and the outcome is a rich
descriptive account that makes reference to the literature that helped frame the study
(Merriam, 2002).
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3.2

Participants of the Study

The study was conducted in a public school in a village of KemalpaĢa, Ġzmir.
The participants were consisted of twelve sixth graders, four girls and eight boys,
who were living in the village, where economy was mostly based on olive farming.
They were also the only 6th graders in school. This study group was chosen by
convenience because of the fact that the researcher served as a mathematics teacher
in this school and their particular culture was suitable for applying an
ethnomathematical method.
Since there is only one group of 6th graders in this school, as the only teacher
and the researcher of the study I was not able to divide the classroom as control and
experiment groups. Besides, the area measurement topic, which I integrated with
ethnomathematics, is one of the main topics in current mathematic curriculum.
Therefore as the teacher who is responsible to ensure their learning all, I also needed
to consider ethical issues. In other words, if I believe that this kind of instruction
improves my students‟ learning, then I should provide it to all of them.Also due to
ethical issues, the participant students‟ names were replaced with their pseudonyms.
According to their previous examination results and performances in the
classroom, and the opinion of their primary teacher, the class was heterogeneous in
terms of mathematics achievement. There existed low and high achievers together in
the classroom.The participants will also be introduced one by one in terms of their
existing academic, social and special situation to be helpful while comparing with
their situation after implementation.
Yakup, whose self confidence in mathematics is considerably high, is one of
the most successful students in class. He is very responsible about academic duties.
His academic level is generally high. He has concrete targets, he is willing to work
for them and his family is a real supporter of his achievement. He is quite
comfortable and participating in mathematics classes due to his academic success
and positive attitude towards mathematics.
Ġsmail was one of the successful students of classroom. Even if he doesn‟t
study and practice his academic duties regularly, he achieves well in mathematics
due to his critical thinking skills and background. His social skills and self
confidence is quite high in general. He also knows that he is able to achieve in
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mathematics and likes it. He behaves very confident in mathematics classes and
participates pretty much in activities.
Rüya is one of the top level achievers in classroom. Even if she has some
other responsibilities except school, she still very positive and responsible towards
academic issues. She is very active in mathematics classes and usually differs from
others with her special mathematical contributions. She is quite self confident and
relaxed in mathematics classes.
Ferhat is the most responsible and hardworking students in the classroom. He
is very successful in mathematics as long as he studies hard. However he is socially
inadequate in general. He doesn‟t take the floor frequently due to his shyness. Even
if he is a really good achiever in mathematics, he is not quite active in mathematics
classes.
Emre is a student who has hyperactivity and concentration disorder. He also
had a serious surgery so his family behaves him very careing. Therefore, his
behaviours sometimes are not so appropriate but he has a good relationship with
classroom and teachers in advance. He is quite capable of mathematics but doesn‟t
fulfill academic responsibilities. In anyway he can be defined as a well achiever and
confident student in mathematics classes.
Yağmur is a middle achiever student who actually could be handled
academically. However she doesn‟t have a motivation to be successful in general.
She is experiencing learned helplessness in mathematics and she accepted that her
mathematics is weak, probably due to her previous academic experiences. Her
mathematical background is complete. She is socially active in classroom but
sometimes getting nervous in mathematics classes.
Yasin is not a successful student but he is willing to be. He is usally eager to
take part in mathematics classes but cannot contribute voluntarily because of his fear
of failure. He also has deficiencies in multiplication facts and basic calculations and
could be defined as a shy student in classroom in regular mathematics classes. He is
responsible to do his academic duties but mostly not that much able to achieve.
Ali, who is a striving but shy student, is not active in mathematics classes.
Even if he has a motivation to do so, normally he couldn‟t starts to begin speaking in
classroom easily. He has some mathematical deficiencies which create this situation.
He is not really responsible about fulfilling his academic duties but open to be
motivated to do so.
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Mehmet is not an academically successful student. He experiences difficulties
in mathematics quite often. He has deep mathematical gap in his previous academic
journey. His motivation to achieve in mathematics is not high. He usually doesn‟t
take floor, he is quiet and shy in mathematics classes.
Osman is a student who has very limited mathematical literacy and
knowledge. He requires extra time to grasp and understand academic material than
the others. He might need to receive a special education because of that but not
recognized yet. He is quite relaxed and happy in mathematics classes. He is active to
take the floor in mathematics classes but not able to provide related answers.
Feride is a student who receives special education due to her mental disorder.
An individual mathematics program is being provided for them. Due to this reason,
the data gained from her hadn‟t been included tho the results.
YeĢim is a student who receives special education due to her mental disorder.
An individual mathematics program is being provided for them. Due to this reason,
the data gained from her hadn‟t been included tho the results.

3.3

Data Collection Instruments

In order to collect data, different types of instruments such as video
recordings, observations, field notes, students‟ task sheets and students‟ activity
assessment forms were administered during, and after the instruction.

3.3.1 Video Recordings

Except the activities that held outside, all classes were recorded minute by
minute with a high quality mobile phone in capturing image and sound which was
placed at a fixed position in classroom. Those video recordings let the observations
to be concrete and eased to evaluate students‟ performances during the classes by
revealing their movements, gestures, behaviors, attendance, etc. Those recordings
were benefited while developing observations and field notes especially, stating
appropriate quotations during evaluating the results, in other words not to miss any
kind of valuable data for the study.
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3.3.2 Observations and Field Notes

During each class, students were observed by the researcher while conducting
area measurement activities enriched with ethnomathematics. After each class, field
notes were created for describing the classroom environment and atmosphere,
students‟ actions, the questions asked, and the interactions occurred in the context of
teaching. The researcher observed each class as a participant observer. By taking the
advantage of being a participant observer, short notes were taken during the
instructions about observations and those short reminder notes were developed and
detailed quite after this instruction to be evaluated as the main data later. The actions
not related with current concept such as daily issues about classroom, discussions
after a class interruption by hall monitor, etc. were not recorded in note sheets.

3.3.3 Students’ Task Sheets

In all of the activities, task sheets in related topics were delivered to students.
Those task sheets (Appendix A), which include introductory information, main
activity, related intensifier exercises, and developed problems, aimed to let the
students not to spend too much time for writing and to follow ethnomathematical
activities. Until students complete the task sheets, they revealed their mistakes,
different strategies and failures on paper. In order to keep those data on the students‟
task sheet, they were asked not to delete anything. At the end of the implementation,
all task sheets were taken back from the students to be used as data for this study.
The sections, such as activity steps applied by students, different strategies, incorrect
strategies, etc. that taken from task sheets were used to feed the collected data
whenever necessary.

3.3.4 Students’ Activity Assessment Forms

In order to evaluate students‟ views and ideas, and verify the data derived
from observations, the activity assessment forms were delivered to students after the
implementation. Those forms which aimed to collect students‟ written comments and
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evaluations about activities were including questions such as which activity was your
favorite one?, which activity you did not like?, do you like this method of learning
mathematics and do you prefer to continue learning other topics of mathematics with
this kind of activities?, etc. The meaningful statements that could be considered as
data were selected from those forms and they used to strengthening the existing data
especially

about

how

students

perceive

the

activities

enriched

with

ethnomathematics.

3.4

Data Collection Procedure

First of all, the required official permissions were taken from Middle East
Technical University Human Subjects Ethics Committee, the National Education
Authority of KemalpaĢa / Ġzmir and the school administration (Appendix B). After
all the official approvals were obtained, students were given a two hour long precourse about length measurement topics to remedy their prerequisite knowledge due
to the determined deficiency from previous year. Before the implementation of
instructional tasks, students were asked to write some paragraphs on olive (as much
as they want-due to their relationship degree on topic). In order to check their
familiarity and interest on olive topic as a main part of their culture, they were
allowed to write anything (case, memory, knowledge, etc.) related to olive. Also, a
PowerPoint presentation about olive was presented to the students by the researcher.
The aim of this audiovisual, non-mathematical presentation was taking students‟
attention for upcoming project, giving some main information, stating stories, myths,
and art pieces about the topic of olive –that was related with their culture. Then, the
area measurement topic was instructed with ethnomathematical tasks developed by
the researcher (Appendix A). The data collectors and implementations were
implemented in spring semester of 2012-2013 academic year.
Even if the length of instruction exceeded the determined time for area
measurement in the annual plan, it should be considered that the process did not only
covered the 6th grade mathematics curriculum‟s related goals and activities, but also
included required prerequisite knowledge, strengthening exercises, practical daily
field applications and general narrative activities in a detailed way with a holistic
perspective. Also, the time stated in annual plan was not enough in order to construct
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effective area measurement abilities but the researcher made a great effort to spent
minimum time to enable it.
During the implementation, the process was video recorded in classroom to
provide data to analyze students‟ performances. Detailed field notes were taken by
the researcher. During the activities, the researcher recorded some students‟
strategies, difficulties, common mistakes, and common misconceptions. Those
observation notes and student sheets were kept to be used in data analysis. After the
implementation, students were asked to write reflective paragraphs to express their
feelings and ideas about the activities, instruction process, how they perceived the
activities and evaluate the effectiveness of the activities for their learning, whether
they enjoyed the lessons or not, which one was their favorite activity, etc.

Table 3.1 Data Collection Procedure

Date

Content of the implementation

15, 16 April

Presentation and reflective paragraphs

22, 23, 29 April

Estimating the area of plane regions by using strategy
(Activity 1)

30 April;6, 7 May

Explaining area measurement units and converting each other
(Activity 2)

13, 14, 20 May

Explaining land measurement units and converting each other
(Activity 3)

21 May

Solving and building problems about the area of plane regions
(Activity 4)

27 May

Solving and building problems about the area of plane regions
(Activity 5)

28 May

Solving and building problems about the area of plane regions
(Activity 6)

3 June

Solving and building problems about the area of plane regions
(Activity 7)

4 June

Activity assessment forms
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3.5

Data Analysis

Field notes, video recordings, students‟ task sheets and the students‟ activity
assessment forms were analyzed to identify the students performances during the
activities enriched with ethnomathematics.
The analysis of gathered data started with data reduction stage which is
proposed by Miles and Huberman (1984) as the first stage of qualitative data
analysis. In this stage, the raw data gathered from especially the decrypted video
recordings and field notes were subjected to sorting, summarizing and converting
transactions. During this process, which part of data will be left out of research,
which part of data will be used and how to classify data set were decided according
to the purpose of the study. Secondly, the remaining data after data reduction process
were intertwined in order to provide specific results. Through this process, the data
set without sense were tried to be made more understandable by complete and
comprehensive description of the studied cases and context (Dey, 1993). The last
stage of the data analysis process was achieving and confirming results as Miles and
Huberman (1984) suggested. The data collected at every stage of the research
process from the beginning was tried to be understood what it means. The reality that
stays uncertainly in the data set was tried to be discovered and mined to face the day
through this stage. Indeed, from the data gathered, it was tried to reach a conclusion
with an inductive approach.
However, reaching a specific conclusion only based on a data set raises the
question of the validity of that information. At this point, the researcher must test the
validity of new knowledge that was produced. In order to ensure this, some
quotations and dialogs were transferred, other findings of study gathered from other
instruments were stated and already existing research findings from literature were
cited whenever necessary (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The valid results were
attempted to be achieved at the end of this process.
Adhering to stated qualitative data analysis steps, descriptive analysis method
was adopted in this study among others. Descriptive analysis is a method which
contains summarizing and interpreting the data gathered by various data collection
techniques. In this analysis method, the researcher may often give direct quotations
in order to reflect the views of observed or interviewed individuals. The main
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purpose of this data analysis method is presenting the findings to the reader in a
summarized and interpreted manner. (Yıldırım & ġimĢek, 2003). Therefore, during
the data analysis process of this study, the data was read and edited on the basis of
previously created frame, and brought together in a logical manner. Then, the edited
data was described by referring to direct quotations where necessary. At the end of
this process, the defined findings were announced, associated and interpreted; and
the cause and effect relations between the findings were explained in detail in order
to strengthening the interpretations (Yıldırım ve ġimĢek, 2003).

3.6

The Related Literature about Ethnomathematics-based Activity

Development

Before the task development and their integration with ethnomathematics
process, the most important part among all gathered resources that guided the
researcher by during this process was the related literature that proposes
methodological recommendations about how cultural practices (particularly
measurement practices) might be associated with classroom learning at schools.
After reviewing and internalizing the related literature, it was quite easier for me to
identify how to integrate their cultural practices about olive to mathematics
classroom. The previous studies and proposed theoretical ideas that assisted me
during task development process are mainly stated below.
During this process, I followed the approaches and aims that proposed by
Adam (2004) for an ethnomathematical curriculum. I focused on her principles such
as using ethnomathematics as an educational tool to help students to understand what
mathematics is about, make mathematics part of students‟ own knowledge and
making

it

more

interesting

with

ethnomathematical

examples.

Using

ethnomathematics to teach about particular groups of people, enhancing feeling of
cultural worth and unity - often used to try to help students from minority groups in a
society and showing how the same mathematical idea is present in many contexts
were some other ways for an ethnomathematical approach and this study
wascohesivethose principles to be able to develop real ethnomathematical tasks.
Presmeg (1998) also advises that while designing culturally relevant courses
in mathematics, it is better to derive benefit from a theoretical framework grounded
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in ethnomathematics. In his study about designing a course for prospective and
practicing mathematics teachers, he puts to work some basic principles in order to
create successful ethnomathematical activities from students‟ authentic cultural
elements, such as; considering that each student has a unique sociocultural history
and ethnicity, and this ethnicity is a mathematical resource, students can use their
ethnicity in developing mathematical activities for sharing with peers.
Besides those principles required to be followed for this study, the other
research project of Presmeg (1996a) that aims to practice those principles in a high
school mathematics class reveals many useful implications and set a guide for this
study, especially while constructing an ethnomathematical instruction to implement
in an elementary mathematics class. That‟s why I would like to state this study in a
detailed way. This project is constituted from interviews with students of Algebra II
class in a local high school and a lesson taught by the researchers.
In order to investigate authentic student activities of participating students
who comes from different ethnic backgrounds, the researchers interviewed students
about their “Histories (that is, their cultural heritages), their Hobbies, their Hopes
(career aspirations), and their Homelands – the four Hs” (Presmeg, 1998, p. 322).
The students also asked about the nature of mathematics, the regular activities of
their parents include mathematics or not, their success and attitude toward
mathematics, relationship between mathematics and other subjects in school. Besides
them, the following questions are asked in the final interview; “What is
mathematics?, Has your view of mathematics changed as a result of participating in
this project? If so, in what way? and Are you seeing mathematical elements in your
other activities or other subjects?” (Presmeg, 1998, p. 322).
After those interviews, mathematics is mostly tied with cultural and home
activities (such as racing around barrels on horse, international coin collecting,
American football, basketball, volleyball, and cheerleading, carpentry and house
painting, etc.) by students –although they even didn‟t define them as mathematical.
Even if those daily activities seem like not worth to consider, they provide a good
resource and constitute a potential for developing mathematical activities related
with culture. In this study, those kinds of daily activities are tried to be caught in
order to use in mathematical tasks.
Presmeg‟s study led our study as previously determining the daily practices,
hobbies, home experiences, unique activities that refer the students‟ own cultures to
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be worked with, then picking the ones that related with mathematics and developing
them to be used in mathematical tasks in class. Following those steps was quite
beneficial for me, because directly applying an ordinary or literature-based activity in
a classroom may works, but may not be efficient or suitable for the culture of the
particular population worked on it. This idea can be supported with a quotation from
Presmeg‟s (1998) study; “the rich patterns (e.g., hairpin, candle, cloverleaf) involved
in racing around barrels on horseback are important for students in Keri‟s
class, because they are part of Keri‟s culture; but they may not have meaning for
students in other classes who do not know Keri” (p.325). Each community and its
culture is unique, so a mathematical task has to be developed and applied to a
classroom by regarding their own cultural elements and practices as I tried to do.
Thus, in the case of all of the students are not highly related in olive topic in their
own daily life, they at least will be familiar due to their peers and community who
are actually related.
Besides the principles needed to be considered about the situation and culture
of our students, the ethnomathematical activities developed by the teacher should
also care, respect and promote other cultures by “building tolerance of other cultures,
eliminating racism, teaching the content of different cultures; and teaching students
to view the world from differing cultural frames of reference” (Spring, 1996, p. 164).
I also tried to respect those principles of ethnomathematics and put it into practices
especially with the activities of “Ancient measurement systems & measurement units
in Ottoman Empire”, “The universal symbol of peace- dove & olive branch”, “Olive
and culture; thousand years old mystical motif- the tree of life” by considering other
cultures and giving information about their cultural practices.
In

Presmeg‟s

(1998)

study

about

a

graduate

course

entitled

Ethnomathematics, some possible examples of activities which include those
discussed multicultural goals and constitute examples for our study are presented to
the course students as;“songs from various countries: music has shape which can be
represented mathematically, as can also its pattern and rhythm (KwaZulu, USA,
Germany, etc.); mathematical elements in Japanese origami; number systems: words
and symbols (quipu of the Incas); tracing graphs in the sand (Bushoong & Tshokwe
in Africa, Malekula in Vanuatu, South Pacific); the logic of kin relations (Warlpiri in
Australia); chance and strategy in games and puzzles (Native American, Maori); the
organization and modeling of space (Navajo, Inuit, Caroline Islands); symmetric
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strip decorations (Inca, Maori); geometrical designs on Ndebele houses (South
Africa); Scandinavian Yule baskets; mandalas of the East; informal mathematics of
young candy sellers (Brazil); traditional American quilting patterns” (p. 331).
One of the major requirements of Presmeg‟s course for students was
developing mathematical ideas from their own culture and cultural history. The
students who have doubts and fears about developing a task at first amazed the
instructor by using variety of cultural elements to constructing mathematical ideas.
Some of the topics chosen by participants to investigate were also impressive
examples for task development process of this study and they were as follows;
“Sports such as baseball (USA) and golf (Scotland); American marching
bands;mathematical elements of the I Ching (China);national flag (Jamaica, South
Korea);music, e.g., Gospel music, Italian music, Irish music;counting in American
sign language;games around the world, e.g., bridge, mancala;stick charts used in
Pacific traditional navigation (p. 332).
This part of study shows us that teacher who would like to apply that kind of
ethnomathematical tasks in class may produce some activities depending on his/her
students‟ own experiences by implicitly or explicitly deriving ideas from them.
Because, as Presmeg (1998) states “What is noteworthy is not the topics themselves,
but that each topic was part of the cultural experience of the student who chose it,
and hence intensely meaningful to that student” (p. 332). By thinking like this, it can
be concluded that each topic is suitable in ethnomathematics curriculum to be
integrated in mathematical activities, as long as it is derived from students‟
experiences, so it is meaningful for them. I also tried to decide the most suitable
possible activities with this point of view during the task construction.
By being aware of the difference in different cultures‟ mathematical thinking
ways, practices and methods, I tried to look over and analyze the proper activities
from my students‟ cultural backgrounds, then find the activities that are appropriate
to be integrated into the class, and create a rich and inspiring environment to help
them use their potentials. Therefore, the developed tasks and activities are assumed
to be based in ethnomathematics because they tried to demonstrate how mathematics
is related to the local culture, history, and environment (D‟Ambrosio, 2001).
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3.7

Development

of

Ethnomathematics-based

Activities

and

Implications for Teachers

This part of the study holds the key for ethnomathematics research field. The
lack of practical data on the subject make this process quite challenging for the
researchers who would like to study on it and the teachers who would like to apply
this method in their classes. For this reason, development of specific frameworks for
the application of ethnomathematics concepts for different student sub-populations is
highly recommended to be supported (Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview,
Critical Analysis, Implications and Applications, nd).That‟s why; the preparation
process of the instruction tasks will be presented in detail to be a guide for future
studies and implications.
The mentioned lesson plans were prepared for 6th grade students who were
culturally related with olive, olive farming, olive oil, olive tree, etc. due to their daily
practices for living. In other words, the tasks were adapted to the culture of students
whom were culturally particular in a village 35 km far away from central Ġzmir; and
focused on area measurement conceptfrom several aspects.
Before integrating the mathematics classes with students‟ cultural contexts, I
needed to be familiar with their culture, have information about the focus theme
olive and its importance in their culture and daily life in order to be able to create
culturally relevant mathematical tasks. For this reason I followed the way of PNG
measurement project by the members of Glen Lean Ethnomathematics Center
(GLEC) at University of Goroka (Kaleva, Matang & Owens, 2008). In that project
with the aim of collating and analyzing the cultural measurement systems of different
PNG language groups, they first made in-depth interviews with staff, students and
villagers which provided rich information to be used as example in the lesson plans
for bridging classes. With the methodological guide of this study, I conducted
unstructured interviews with elder students who were familiar with both Western and
traditional measurement ways/systems. Besides,with the help of the tips from those
students, I also needed to gather some other information from more expert resources.
Therefore, I made several interviews with a villager who serves as a primary teacher
in school at the same time. Studying with him was quite advantageous, because he
was a teacher and familiar with Western approaches to measurement. At the same
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time, he was a villager who used to live in this village in his entire life, has olive
farms and makes olive products, can communicate with other villagers, observe and
use measurement activities and may interpret their relationship with mathematics.
During this ethnomathematical approach, he also led me to communicate with
elder villagers to interview and gain more information from them to be used during
the tasks. The interview questions were constructed by being inspired from the
survey used in PNG project and my own ideas by considering the cultural issues
related with mathematics. Those interviews‟ content was including questions about
olive and measurement from many several aspects. I prepared some questions such
as; Is measuring necessary for olive farmers? In which means? With which methods
do you compare different olive farms?Do you have some special measuring methods
used in this village? Have you ever used some special measuring units, maybe before
The Republic of Turkey? Can you tell your most unforgettable memory about olive?
What are the cultural artifacts produced by the people of this village?, etc. , but some
spontaneous contributions and questions were welcomed during the interviews.
Those interviews are video recorded and inspired me about the task development
process and also some related parts are used in some of the tasks as a part of activity.
The discussions, brainstorming and field researches with the villager-teacher
provided rich ideas about the future tasks to be developed. His ideas, as a person who
has mathematical literacy and cultural background at the same time, let me to
improve them and use for integration process.
Before the integration process, the related literature was reviewed. Especially
the studies consisting of practical application were analyzed in detail. The possible
future topics about measurement to integrate in mathematical task were noted to be
improved. This review not only provided creative, inspiring and suitable ideas about
the future tasks, but also guided me about task development process.
Besides,different 6th grade Teacher Guide Books and the objectives of 6thgrade
mathematics curriculum of National Education of Turkey led task development
process in selecting possible topics to be integrated and adapting the existing
examples and problems into our context.
In addition to them, one of the effective resources for task
development was the general research about our main topic olive in internet and
written materials. The review about olive in mythology, history and religion, how to
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design an olive garden, technical information and statistics about olive and olive
products, and many related topics provided me inspiration about topic selection to
integrate into ethnomathematics. The forums which olive farmers discuss about their
practices, the websites about sections related with olive from mythology and religion,
and about different kinds of art which are fed from olive and the valuable and unique
book called Zeytini Kuşlar Diker, written by AyĢe Aktül-Schafer (2011)also
providedvisual materials and data to use in ourtasks.
Finally after the tasks were developed, they were reviewed by two
mathematics teachers with master degree for they whether measure what they were
supposed to measure, are those activities were suitable to fulfill the required
objectives of area measurement unit, were the expressions and directions clear, were
those activities suitable for the students‟ achievement level and background, are
those exercises stated after the main activities strengthening the main topic, etc.
According to the reviews from stated point of views, the tasks were reconsidered and
updated to be used in classroom.

3.8

The Process of Instruction

The area measurement

concept

is tried to

be applied with an

ethnomathematical approach during this study. The activities were intended to
associate students‟ daily life practices –about olive and area measurement- and local
culture with mathematics; activate their existing prior knowledge and link it to the
future ones; letthem to learn/remember the history, cases, stories, myths, words, etc.
about olive in their own or other cultures and construct mathematical understanding
easily with self-confidence by feeling the ownership of information, realize that
mathematics is meaningful because it is involved in their own culture and daily
practices; and also get familiar to other cultures and their mathematical practices by
respecting and promoting them in general (D‟Ambrosio, 2001). In Table 3.2,
activities and corresponding objectives are presented.
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Table 3.2 Activities Used in Instruction and Corresponding Objectives

Activities
Activity 1: Uncle Halil says that…

Objectives
Estimate area of plane regions by

Duration
6 class hours

using strategy
Activity 2: While planting olives

Explain area measurement units and

6 class hours

convert each other
Activity 3: Ancient measurement
systems & measurement units in

Explain area measurement units and

Ottoman Empire

convert each other

Activity 4: Rating the remaining

Solve and build problems about the

area of olive-tree

area of plane regions

Activity 5: The area of the land of

Solve and build problems about the

Nomads

area of plane regions

Activity 6: Olive and culture;

Solve and build problems about the

thousand years old mystical motif-

area of plane regions

6 class hours

2 class hours

2 class hours

2 class hours

the tree of life

Activity 7: The universal symbol of

Solve and build problems about the

peace- dove & olive branch

area of plane regions

2 class hour

The lesson plans are generally formatted with four parts:


Goal of lesson plan: In this part, students are presented with the aim of the
tasks and learned what they are going to learn in this activity.



Introduction: The aim of this part is to warming up the students for the
related tasks. Interview videos; sections about their close environment;
discussions or brainstorming about their daily life and experiences; their
cultural practices such as history, poetry, folksongs, handcrafts; international
ethical values, etc. are used in order to prepare students for following task.



The tasks: This is the main part of the activity. With the help of the
introduction part, the students who are supposed to be highly involved in the
topic are asked to complete this task to develop the expected mathematical
skill.
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Conclusion: In this part, some examples and exercises are presented students
to practice and harden their learning.

3.8.1 The Content of the Activities

Before the mathematical activities, students are asked to write reflective
paragraphs about their experiences, memories, stories and knowledge about olive and
olive farming. They were left totally free to write anything they wanted to share in
order to assess their readiness and excitement about olive topic. After the paragraphs,
a presentation about olive and olive farming was conducted as an introductory
activity. This presentation including pictures, videos and interviews about “olive” did
not include any mathematical information and linkage because the aim of the
presentation was only capturing students‟ attention, increase their motivation about
the topic, letting them to feel exited about an upcoming mathematical topic that was
quite related to their culture. Olive from many different aspects were stated in the
presentation such as; etymology, history, geography and economy of olive, its
existence and importance in various cultures, its particular growing areas, olive oils‟
spectacular benefits for human beings, the art stuff just like poetries about olive, the
stories about olive in mythology and scriptures, Turkey‟s position in production and
consumption and the interview videos with the villagers, etc.
Activity 1 called Uncle Halil says that…was developed to estimate area of
plane regions by using strategy. In order to follow this goal, the activity was
composed of four parts mainly; measuring with non-standard units, measuring with
standard units, indirect measurement and solving problems about the areas of plane
regions. Before the task starts,Uncle Halil waspresented to students with his story
about olives and his visual images. As a warming up activity, it was intended to take
students attention to the topic with a person who was used to be an olive farmer and
known by all of the students as a nice and venerable man in the village. According to
the story of the task, the students were asked some questions related with olive grove
area measuring strategies about the mentioned four steps of the activity and they
were tried to be reached to the main sense of the objectives. While proposing and
applying some strategies that they already know or developing new ones; if they fail,
need help or want to check their practices, the videos of Uncle Halil (the wise man
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about olive in the village) which were recorded during the interviews in the task
development process were presented to students. It was aimed by this activity that
students had a chance to compare and discuss their activities with the guide of an
elder knowledgeable person that they already know and respect his knowledge very
much. Even if they are not able to propose appropriate strategies, they will be
exposed to a familiar and meaningful discourse by Uncle Halil. In another scenario,
when their strategies are the correct ones, they will realize that it matches with Uncle
Halils‟ and they appreciate their existing mathematical knowledge. In order to fulfill
those goals, the mentioned four objectives are tried to be met by mainly following
activities; comparing the sizes of different olive groves, estimating their area with
non-standard units, calculating their area with standard units, measuring area with
indirect methods such as scale and solving problems about related activities.
Activity 2 called While planting oliveswas developed to explain area
measurement units and converting them each other.As a warming-up activity,
technical informationnourished with visuals about olive planting was read and
discussed. The main activity for converting area units started with putting a carton
which is representing the 1 m2 size of hole representing the area needed to plant
olive. Depending on the information read before, we had to convert our area which is
1 square meter into dm2 or cm2 to be able to know how much fertilizer and water we
will put. With this activity, students were aimed to realize the relationship between
area measurement units by converting 1 meter long sides of the square into dm and
cm, and then reaching the area in different units after multiplying the length of its
sides. Discovering the numeric relation between area measurement units such as 1 m2
is 100 dm2 and 10000 cm2 was planned to be concluded by a generalization about
converting area measurement units each other to be also used in other situations. In
order to strengthening this acquisition, exercises and problems about converting were
presented. Then, land measurement units were started to be discussed with the olive
point of view. Exercises about converting land measurement units and area
measurement units were solved, and problem situations about olive farming were
followed those exercises as the final activity.
Activity 3 called Ancient measurement systems &measurement units in
Ottoman Empire

could be linked to the “explain area measurement units and

convert each other” goal of 6th grade mathematics curriculum. However, it is an
activity serves for out of curricular mathematics that aims remembering the old
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cultural mathematical practices which have still been in use, which couldn‟t be
separated although their genuine cultures have been changed by the effect of
modernity and time and basing the mathematical gain on this channel. As a matter of
fact, instead of making the numerical relation between the units‟ steps and
memorizing the system, doing conversion exercises on different measurement
systems‟ units (the ones which were being used in their own geography before
decades) thought to be a great mathematical gain to let them to construct the
relationship in any system and discover its parts as a whole. In order to achieve these
goals, many different ancient cultures‟ measurement system and practices were
investigated, discussed and compared. Then passes to the Ottoman Empire
Measurement System that their older generations were used to use and they still use
in some degree. An old land title in Ottoman language and units, as some of their
families still have, was presented in Latin characters and the area described in there
was tried to be converted to current measurement units. After students got familiar to
the relationship between those old units, then converting area measurement exercises
were applied. Those exercises were followed with problem situations related with
Ottoman context.
Activity 4 called Rating the remaining area of olive-tree was developed for
the objective of solving and building problems about the area of plane regions. In the
6th grade mathematics textbooks, one of the stated problems was related about
finding the remaining area from a bigger area. In order to achieve the same goal, this
activity related with intra agriculture in olive farming found suitable to integrate.
After introductory statements about intra agriculture, students were presented a map
of olive grove and the planted olives were signed on it. The types of olives and the
area they need to grow were given. The problem was about finding the remaining
area from the olives to farming other plants. They were supposed to find the whole
area multiplying the two sides leading from the outline in the activity and then how
much area all the olives use needed to be calculated considering the area each olive
cover. As the last step subtraction was made to find the region remaining. After
students got the point with this main activity, some other problems related with the
same goal were presented as strengthening activities.
Activity 5 called The area of the land of Nomadswas developed to solve and
build problems about the area of plane regions. This activity was also referring one
of the main problems stated in 6th grade text book which aims to finding the area of
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an object which they don‟t know how to calculate its area by dividing it into small
parts and adding the areas of these parts together. In order to fulfill this goal a
problem situation is presented to the students about the bird's eye view of the village.
First of all, some information about the roots of the village and villagers were
presented and discussed and then Google maps photos of the village minimized by
scale was stated. The students were expected to find the area of village‟s area by
dividing this improper shape into the small parts that they already know how to
calculate its area to find the total area of it. After dividing, they needed to estimate
the real area by considering the scale. After students got the point with this main
activity, some other problems related with the same goal were presented as
strengthening activities.
Activity 6 called Olive and culture; thousand years old mystical motif- the
tree of lifeis developed to solve and build problems about the area of plane regions.
The goal of this activity was the change which will occur on their areas when the
length of the sides of polygons were increased and decreased. As the warming up
about different types of art on olive and especially handicrafts motives were read and
discussed. One of the motives representing the tree of life; olive that also used to be
used in Anatolia since many years was presented to students on a squared paper. The
aim was to finding the relation between the length of sides and area through the
question of what kind of a change occurs if all the side lengths are doubled. In order
to achieve this goal, students calculated the motive‟s current area, then doubled the
sides of it and calculated the area again. When they compared the previous and
following areas, they wanted to reach the idea of the area will increase 4 times, while
the sides increased 2 times.
Activity 7 called The universal symbol of peace- dove & olive branch was
developed to solve and build problems about the area of plane regions. It was the last
activity as a follow-up of previous activity. It was also related with the change which
will occur in their areas when the side lengths of polygons were increased and
decreased. But, this time the aim was not just doubling the side lengths or making
them half, was to make the change which would occur be discovered when it
increased or decreased in different ratios. In order to achieve this goal, the task
started with a warming up activity by discussing peace issue and olive. Then a dove
with olive branch figure on squared paper was presented the students to discover the
new figure‟s area when its sides were tripled for painting it on school wall. The
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activity was developed by considering and emphasizing the international social and
cultural, universal values at the same time compatible with our olive project.

3.9

Trustworthiness

The term of “trustworthiness” is proposed for substituting reliability and
validity in qualitative studies and four main criteria is presented to achieve this
concept; credibility (in preference to internal validity), transferability (in preference
to external validity/generalisability), dependability (in preference to reliability),
confirmability (in preference to objectivity) (Guba, 1981). Those four criteriawere
consideredin this study to fulfill trustworthiness will be presented in this part.
Credibility substitutes internal validity in quantitative studiesand mainly
refers to describing phenomenon/events as they actually occurred (Shenton, 2004). In
order to ensure credibility, the basic principles that determined by Shenton (2004)
were tried to be guaranteed. First of all, the reasons for applying a qualitative
research and first person inquiry method, and why these methods are appropriate for
the aim of this study were discussed in methodology part in detail to establish the
adoption of research methods. The researcher was already familiar with the culture of
participating students and environment; and a relationship based on trust was already
constructed during previous semester between the students and researcher because
she was also the teacher of them. In order to ensure honesty in participants, the
students haven‟t been asked to participate or refuse to participate because this study
was conducted as a part of their regular educational program. Thus, they are accepted
as willing to taking part and offering data freely during the instruction. Besides that,
due to the principles of applied instructional method the researcher always aimed to
promote freedom in classroom. Therefore, the classroom environment was quite
suitable for participants to contribute ideas and talk about their experiences. Another
principle to promote credibility was thick description of the phenomenon and it is
provided by detailed descriptions of students‟characteristics and contributions
individually, instruction process and environment especially in result chapter in order
to convey the actual situation that have been investigated and the context surrounds
them. As another tactic to increase credibility, the findings of the study were tried to
be related with the other previous studies in discussion chapter to indicate in which
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degree the results of this study are congruent with existing body of knowledge.
Finally, supporting the gathered data by triangulation was another method considered
to ensure credibility. With different types of documents such as video records, field
notes, observations, task sheets andstudents‟ activity assessment forms, the data was
tried to be guaranteed to explain the performances and attitudes of students truly.
Transferability substitutes external validity in quantitative studies and mainly
provided by describing the context of the fieldwork in detail so that the findings of
the study become comparable for similar situations and transferable for similar
settings (Shenton, 2004). Even if this study deals with a particular situation and
particular group, its findings might be extended to other similar situations, settings
and individuals with replication. For example, the activities might be applied to a
group of students who lives in a village and whose culture is quite related with olive
farming. Then, similar results are expected to be found when the same study is
applied in other similar villages whose culture is related with same or similar
contexts. Therefore, in order to ensure transferability, some contextual information
should be kept clear in order to let the others to decide the findings are transferable
for similar settings or not. To address those issues, the context of fieldwork is
explained in detail especially in result and discussion chapters of this study. The
culture and environment of participating students were discussed, their quantity and
characteristics were stated, task instruction methods and procedure was explained,
data collection instruments and methods were given, number and length of the data
collection periods were stated to fulfill the transferability of this study.
Another criterion for constructing trustworthiness in qualitative studies was
dependability which is equivalent with reliability concept in quantitative studies. In
order to ensure dependability, necessary efforts should be spent on describing the
research process so that other researchers have chance to replicate the research
(Shenton, 2004).Because of this study was prepared to be a guide for future studies
due to the lack of research about ethnomathematics field, from activity development
to the instruction all steps of the process were tried to be stated as clear as possible.
Thus, if another researcher follows all steps described in previous chapters, he or she
might obtain the same results because all needed documentation, literature support
and research on field were stated in detail to let him/her to replicate the study.
Besides the process within the study, detailed description about the research design
and its implementation, and detailed documentation of the procedures followed in
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data collecting and data analyzing were also presented in previous parts of this
chapter.
Confirmability as the last criteria for the trustworthiness, it refers to
objectivity and means to ensure that the findings of the study were drawn from the
data of the study, instead of researchers‟ own ideas (Shenton, 2004). In order to
reduce the effect of researcher bias, triangulation was applied by gathering data from
multiple resources such as video records, field notes, observations, task sheets
andstudents‟ activity assessment formsin this study. Besides triangulation, the
researcher bias was stated in the following limitation part to contribute the
confirmability of this study as Miles and Huberman (1994) suggested.

3.10

Limitations of the Study

One of the limitations of the current study was about participants. The
participants of the study weren‟t selected randomly because it was the only 6th grade
class in the school. However, this 6th grade class could be accepted as
heterogeneously formed because it is the only one classroom consisted of the same
aged group of students in whole village. Also, there existed low achievers and high
achievers together in the classroom. Also, limited quantity of participants might
constitude a limitation but it tried to be prevented by considering trustworthiness.
During the data collection and implementation of the activities, the researcher
bias might be considered as a limitation for this study. Due to the nature of
qualitative research which is dependent on the researcher in both collecting and
interpreting data, I made observations and took some notes for the interpretation, but
I tried not to include my own opinions into these notes. Even if the design of the
research was first person inquiry and this kind of research is open to be subjective, I
paid attention to this point and tried to be as objective as possible while taking notes
and interpreting outcomes. However, my perspective about education and ideas
about mathematics teaching might have been reluctantly and unavoidably effected
the process of this study while designing this study, observing classrooms, taking
field notes, analyzing and interpreting the findings.Therefore, in order to better
understand the process and results of the study, it will be beneficial in any caseto
determine those ideas and perspectives.
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I believe that there isn‟t any student who is not capable of being successful
when his/her needs are fulfilled in educational system, except special conditions.
However, there are determined roles and positions which are produced by
educational processes and this cycle only lets some middle class privileged groups to
be successful for gaining high and well paid positions in future and save the existing
social levels. Especially in mathematics education there is a belief which advocates
that only some intelligent minority is enabled to achieve in mathematics. This belief
is becoming real when it is supported with the idea of mathematics is a quite difficult
subject that consist of a body of determined numeric calculations which is identical
in all cultures and environments. Besides that, this idea also serves for reproduction
of this privileged group who achieve in mathematics. I think, all students from
different culture and backgrounds should be provided relevant instructions even in
mathematics and the curriculum should be revised by considering different student
needs and values, in order to break this chain. Therefore I started this study with the
motivation of providing relevant mathematical experiences to the relatively
disadvantaged villager children to contribute their existing situation. Thus, in a study
which is structured on a group of people‟s welfare, distorting the data and findings
would be pointless and insincere because manipulated results might cause negative
effects to their situation. With this point of view, I was aware of recording all kinds
of data and interpret them with an objective eye is quite important due to ethical and
reliability issues.
In addition to that, the purpose of this study was not to determine the positive
or negative effect of an instruction enriched with ethnomathematics to the students‟
achievements but to determine the contribution of this special method on classroom
environment and students‟ performances. Thus, the data derived from students hadn‟t
been reported according to their achievement but according to their occurrence. Also,
according to results of the study, only a few students‟ performances were increased,
instead of all of them. Besides them, some detected negative sides of the method
were also stated clearly for better future studies. In other words, the whole process
was tried to be applied and stated in an unbiased and objective way as it happens by
considering all positive and negative results are valuable and scientific.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The data that collected from video recordings, observations, field notes,
students‟ task sheets and students‟ activity assessment forms are presented in this
chapter. In the first part, students‟ performances on the activities are explained in
detail, and in the second part students‟ views and feelings about the activities are
presented.

4.1

Students’ Performances on the Activities

.
As stated in the research questions, this study aims to explore the sixth grade
students‟ perceptions of and engagement in ethnomathematical tasks in area
measurement concept. I plan to achieve this aim byassessing the nature of students‟
performances in tasks with the help of the observations, student task sheets, video
recordings, field notes and students‟ activity assessment forms.
During ethnomathematics-based area measurement instructions, a project
based approach was applied. The process did not only cover the 6th grade
mathematics curriculum‟s related goals and activities, but also included required
prerequisite knowledge, strengthening exercises, practical daily field applications
and general linguistics information in a detailed way with a holistic perspective. For
this reason, ethnomathematical activities may not have been used in exactly all of the
courses, but the covered topic in general could be identified as enriched with an
ethnomathematical approach.
The situation of two students who needed special education programs found
necessary to be discussed in here. Those students who have reading, learning and
understanding difficulties didn‟t give meaningful data during the activities in terms
of our study‟s goals. They also couldn‟t be able to understand the questions in the
assessment form completely because empty or irrelevant replies were observed in
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their papers. It was not an unexpected result when they were exposed to a
program prepared by considering the majority of classroom, instead of a special one
for them. Even if it is not quite appropriate ethically, the deficiencies in developing
special education programs and worries about completing the instructions on time
prevented us to develop and apply special tasks for them. However, especially the
daily cultural issues discussed in classroom took their attention so they always felt
happy and included during the activities.

4.1.1 Presentation and Reflective Paragraphs:
During the presentation activity, students were observed while often
interrupting the presentation and being willing to share their experiences about
related topics. For instance;Yağmur said that “teacher, have you seen the olive trees
in the lowland? They are the oldest and biggest one in these villages” when she saw
that it is emphasized in presentation that olives can live long years and reach till 15
m length. Students were also quite familiar with the concept of human health and
consuming olive, so they wanted to share their experiences about they already know
and take advantage of it when we were talking about the benefits of olive oil‟s
spectacular benefits for health. Ġsmail said that; “all of the meals are being cooked
with olive oil in our house. One day my mother put flower oil to the rice but my
father threw all of it to the trash”. Emre also added that; “When I was young, I didn‟t
like olive oil. I immediately could recognize olive oil in the meals and never eat
them. One day my mother started to mix olive and flower olive in the meals, and
every day she put more olive one. One day after I finished my meal, she laughed. I
asked why you are laughing. She said the meal that you just ate was cooked with
completely olive oil but you didn‟t recognize. Then I started to eat olive oil”. When
Ġsmail saw the picture of children who put bread to the olive oil, he couldn‟t help
himself and added; “I love olive, ok! But picking olives is a torture. However, after it
is picked and oil comes what a beautiful moment to eat that oil!”. When the picture
about olive pürs (olive remaining after olive oil) came out, Yakup said that; “teacher,
we are using those pürs as barricade and throwing cones as bombs, it is so fun”.
The most exiting parts of the presentation for the students were the poetries
about olive written by some other students, the stories about olive in mythology and
scriptures, and the interview videos with the villagers. They got emotional while one
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of the students was reading the poetry about olive was seen from their quiet and a
kind of sad looking and Rüya‟s and Mehmet‟s expression that “teacher, it is so good,
thanks to who wrote it”, “why don‟t we write a poetry about olive too?”. Also when
they saw Uncle Halil on the screen, they became exited and shouted all together by
revealing how they are surprised. They described him to a few ones who know him
but not sure about details.
Even if some parts of the presentation was quite familiar for them, some
statements about olive such as olive has a very important role in many different
cultures and history, it is grown only in some particular geographies and their
locations in world map, Turkey‟s position in production and consumption, etc. was
quite new for them because they revealed their interest to them by saying;“I didn‟t
know before olive is a that much important tree” (Yasin), “Where is Spain in the map
if they produce the most quantity of olive?” (Yakup), “Qoran also speaks about olive
like other scripts?, I am going to ask my father” (Ali), “Teacher, I am sure nobody
knows about the benefits of olive oil, that‟s why Turkey consumes so less than
others” (Ġsmail), “Olive doesn‟t worth to grow anymore, doesn‟t make money, the
farmers sold groves out and migrate, so it is normal to decrease in production of
Turkey” (Eren).
Before the presentation activity, students were asked to write reflective
paragraphs about olive and olive farming in order to collect some hints about their
motivation. Some expressions from those paragraphs also found valuable such as
Osman‟s ones: “we have olive groves that left from my grand grandmother. One day
we went to grove to pick olives but we realized that somebody cut one of the olive
trees. My father bet that guy over there and we got the woods anyway. Yet, my father
was very sad because it was the tree which gives maximum olive. We planted a new
olive tree instead of it and it started to give more than the other one. One day we
picked 35 bag olives from that grove which was 10 dönüm and we had too much oil
too”. Osman‟s expressions revealed some important hints for the future expectations
of the study because Osmanas a student, who has very limited mathematical literacy
and knowledge, started to unconsciously use mathematical expressions and started to
make connections between the area (dönüm) and quantity (olive). It was his regular
daily life issue and he wasn‟t actually aware thathe was using mathematics which he
was not good at in school. In other words, this activity revealed that the students who
are not actually good at in school mathematics might be directed with appropriate
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activities to discover the real mathematics that they already use. With this point of
view, ethnomathematical approach used in this study may provide all kinds of
students not related with their academic background to achieve in mathematics.
Ali expressed his connection with olive as saying that “there are many olive
trees in our village that you can see while passing by car. Because we don‟t have
olive groves I don‟t know so much things about olive, know just how to pick it but in
any way I love olive”. This expression was also one of the important ones for the
study because it reveals that there exist somestudents who are not that into olive
stuff. Yet, they still appreciated the present activity according to the observations and
it probably was one of the reasons that explain the high involvement in activity.
According to the stated expressions and contributions of students during the
presentation and paragraph writing, students seemed very motivated and excited to
speak about their existing experiences, they were comfortable about revealing their
thoughts and feelings, and open to got new perspectives about olive and olive
farming. Therefore, their explained behaviors could be interpreted as; the existence
of olive and olive farming in students‟ lives and culture, and implementation of an
activity related with those topics let them to get into this activity easily and become
highly motivated to fully attend in activities as a whole classroom.
4.1.2 Activity 1: Uncle Halil Says That …

Before the task starts, Uncle Halil was presented to students with his story
about olives and his visual images as the warming up activity. When students
sawUncle Halil in the task sheet, they were very bewildered and surprised, and
revealed their excitement by laughing and saying that “Is that Uncle Halil?”, “What
is he doing in here?”, “Teacher, how do you know him?”, “Did you take those
pictures of him?”, “I just saw him yesterday”, etc. They also approved with words
that he is the wise man in the village about olive and olive farming;“He has many
olive groves teacher”, “he never worked in other jobs like factories, he earned all his
many from olive for years, he knows a lot about olive”, “he just sold some of those
groves over there, he plans to become a politics man in city!”. Uncle Halil was
assuring that he will support the students with his deep experience during they are
trying to create strategies for the problem situations. According to their expressions
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derived from observations, the warming up activity about a real person from their
daily lives and olive groves as a part of their way of livingseemed to achieve the goal
of taking their attention to the task.
The activity is started in olive groves in the field with discussing some
starting questions such as; “why do we need to measure area?”, “Is area
measurement necessary for olive farming?”, etc. in order to let students examine
related goals and develop strategies for the objective of comparing and estimating
area. Actually, during this part of activity, students answered the questions quite
easily, while I was planning to get the answers after some directions. Some of the
answers spontaneously given by students were as following; “We have to measure
the area to determine how many olive trees we will plant in a grove and how long
space we will leave between them. If we buy saplings without measuring the area,
then they go down the drain and we‟ll make loss.”(Ġsmail). “We use area
measurement when we need to determine how much land we will plough” (Rüya).
“When the olive grove will be divided up among brothers, we need to measure the
total area. Just in last days my uncles shared my grandfather‟s grove, they measured
the area and cut it in half” (Mehmet).
Those sentences came up from the students includes quite rich findings
because for example Mehmet was talking about his real experience which is
coincidently happened in near future in his own family. The described situation
which was quite related to our area measurement topic was practiced by himself and
he personally witnessed the area measurement and dividing process of the grove.
Also Ġsmail‟s answer was quite impressing because it was just like the product of a
professional point of view. According to his answer, it is obvious that he knows how
the trees should be placed in a grove, the distances between themand it is possible to
calculate how many trees we need to buy by considering the distances among the
trees and the area of the grove. Those expertise measuring and olive farming
knowledge seemed to be the result of not only his mathematical knowledge but also
his existing real life experiences.
There weren‟t many more words to be added after the students‟ responses. As
a part of the activity,the points that Uncle Halil was mentioned for the questions were
almost the same ones with students‟. They were not quite impressed with his
responses and they were acting like they are discussing a topic that they even do not
need to talk about because of their familiarity on these daily activities.
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After the discussions about measurement concept, students asked to estimate
which one of the rectangular shaped olive gardens is bigger than the other. Ġsmail,
Yakup, Rüya whose self confidence in mathematics were considerably high,
dispersed around the land and decided the correct one by applying their experiences
and instinct. Yasin‟s movements were notable. He, who used to be usually eager to
take part in mathematics classes but cannot contribute voluntarily because of his fear
of failure, also had deficiencies in multiplication facts and basic calculations and
could be defined as a shy student in classroom in regular mathematics classes,was
walking around and trying to make a decision in a curious and independent way
without any directions. He was trying to deduce and compare the areas by pointing at
the trees in the boundaries. After applying his strategy by speaking with himself, then
he decided that the groves have same area. It seemed to be a valuable step and might
be interpreted as his awakening in mathematics class when it is compared with
previous ones. At the end, all of the students concluded their results and Uncle Halil
relaxed them by saying that it is normal not to get the right answer in first glance. It
is possible to compare and make correct estimations about different areas by just
looking but it requires strong experiences. Then he directed them that they need to
apply some concrete strategies to be surer.
In the second part of the activity which aims to measuring with non-standard
units, students tried to prove which grove is bigger than the other by developing
strategies without any instrument. All the students agreed on the fact that pacing
must be done without spending time and many of them already started pacing
familiarly without waiting direction and instruction. When it is asked what should be
cared while pacing, the response of opening the pace in an equal way was given
without delay. While six students were doing pacing, they touched on the fact that
pacing by different people wouldn‟t be suitable and the width and length of two
gardens must be measured by the same person. Those kinds of details about
measurement came up from the students spontaneously, because they seemed to be
familiar those practices before.
At the beginning of the pre-course which was made for completing prerequisite information on measurement subject, the whole class failed to find the area
of a regular rectangular region. They were not actually practically internalized the
logic of finding the area. After some reminders, some students like Rüya, Ġsmail,
Yakup, Ferhat, Eren, Yağmur remembered and started easily applying it. Yet,
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relatively lower achieving students Yasin, Ali, Mehmet, Osman couldn‟t get the
logic in this short class.However, interestingly, the whole class which hesitate over
finding the area of the rectangular region started the operation stating that they would
multiply the width with length they paced for finding the area of the field without
any direction. Almost all class replied as “we‟ll multiply” and Mehmet and Yasin
was one of those leaders. This might be the reflection of their already existing
mathematical experiences in a familiar context, while it was harder for them to
concretize to the sense of area.
After applying this strategy, they were more certain about the bigger olive
garden. Also, they made a joke and started laughing by saying “how are we going to
call the unit of the area now; as pacesquare?” Students reveal two important findings
with this expression. Firstly, they totally seemed to have fun and enjoying the
activity as much as making jokes and their energetic movements observed during the
activity supported that idea. Their being so happy could be explain by
implementation of a culturally relevant task. The comfort and joy of familiarity to the
tasks so achievement might had been let them to feel like that. It also could be the
result of just being in outside and receiving a different instruction. Secondly, they
were thinking in detail by considering the unit of the area which is a quite important
element of measurement concept.
When the students were asked about other possible strategies to predict areas,
they came up with impressiveexamples from their own experiences. Ġsmail said one
of the expected answers“by looking at the areas among the trees‟‟. He meant that
predicting the distance between two trees is easier than a whole grove, so we can
calculate the width and length of the grove and multiply. Besides Ġsmail‟s strategy, a
similar one which wasconsidering the area among the 4 trees as 1 unit square in
dotted paper, the method of predicting the whole area was going to be used as a main
exercise after this activity.They continued to make pretty successful associations.
Rüya said that olive sackings –the coverings put on the ground while olive picking to
save the dropped olives- could be used and Mehmetadded“we can predict that the
area is covered by how many tractors while we are driving tractor”. Both strategies
were quite related about estimating an area by using other little areas strategy and
they were presented related exercises about this strategy later.
When passed to the solution of the exercises involved, the activities regarding
the area of which fields placed on the unit squares was big were done easily by all
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the students. However in the questions related to the measurement of the area of
olive grove which was placed on the dotted paper brought about the problem case,
Mehmet, Yasin, Ali and Osman needed support on the matter of starting the solution
of the problem focusing, even if the problem cases are related with olive groves.
Those students who are academically lower had difficulty even in concentrating on
the long problem cases but they were still working on their task sheets to complete.
The others solved the problem immediately. However, by small directions and
corrections everybody reached the right answer. Although culturally relevant
exercises were provided for the students, it was observed that some of them were not
able to achieve it. A sudden change was not expected especially in the first activity
but whole class‟s completing exercises by reaching the objectives was actually
unique for this group of students.
In another part of the activity, the areas of various olive groves given on
dotted paper were going to be predicted taking the area of one unit square as a
reference given in the figure. The areas of the regions formed of exact unit squares
were made easily. In the exercises including the areas of half squares divided into
two equal parts, that the two parts will be 1 unit square was explained by students
and it was continued to be solved voluntarily. The students developed kinds of
strategies. Ġsmail gave numbers to unit squares, was counting giving the same
number to the two half units.Yasinlinked the half unit squares with one line and
counted them as one square without any direction and reached the right result at all
of them.In some exercises, there were some students who divided the given regions
into parts in an unsuitable way to 1 unit square shown as reference. It was asserted
that this situation wouldn‟t be useful in prediction because it is not compatible with
the region given to us. Especially the exercise given in the figure couldn‟t be done by
most of the students even when that it must be divided into the parts resembling to
the area which we took reference was said. Upon this matter, after stated that they
must find the areas of the parts remaining drawing by 1 unit square, all of them
reached the right results. At the end of the lesson, the students who completed the
involved exercise already started solving the other exercises. That they liked the
subject and were successful at it was clear. There were no students who didn‟t join
the activities and didn‟t try to solve the exercises on task sheet. (Except two students
who require special education-and they also were doing some scratch). While the
questions related to the methods of comparison and measurements of the areas of the
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olive grove were being discussed, almost all students wanted to take the floor
voluntarily. To sum up, during the exercises part, some of the questions were solved
by all students, while some of them were not. While academically better students like
Rüya, Yasin, Ferhat completed most of the exercises with little trouble, some of them
like Yasin, Ali, Mehmet, Osman needed direction. The little directions were actually
enough for them because all they were really motivated to complete this task. Even
after little hints, they were getting excited to improving in exercise. Because they
started the task with a topic which they feel that they really know and after that they
were exposed to exercises which they might relate with real life and still find
interesting. In other words, instead of correctly completing the activities, the
students‟ excited and motivated behaviors compared to their previous situation and
being decisive to complete the activities are observed and recorded as an important
finding.
To the question of how we will decide definitely which olive grove is bigger,
the students responded like „by measuring by meter‟ easily by the effect of previous
discussions. They showed their interest commenting like “what did Uncle Halil say?”
by referring the sessions Uncle Halil‟s responses are provided.Mehmet said that they
measured his uncle‟s field by rope. In the class we had decided that we can use a
long rope like a huge ruler to be able to measure the width and length of the field,
using it as a big tool of measurement dividing it in meters and marking, by question
and answer method. But, Mehmet emphasized that they used another method while
measuring by rope during his own experiences. After taking the rope to the field and
marking it as in the way it will cover the width and length, he warned us measuring
the rope marked taking the meter will give faultless result. Maybe, the method which
is used in reality and which is more practical was that. Especially during the first
parts of activities which we discuss measurement concepts and practices, Mehmet
was observed to provide outstanding examples and contributions. As a student who is
academically almost lowest one, his proposing much more flourishing examples than
the others gave an expectation about the future results of our method. Even if he
wasn‟t that active in exercises parts, he was quite good at developing strategies to the
problem situations about measurement. By correcting our faults and proposing the
ones he used to apply to measure the gardenshe was sharing and applying his own
experiences but they were spontaneously turning into mathematical contribution.He
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also seemed to be relaxed and happy to be in there with his recently started cool,
wise and confident behaviors.
They understood standard measurement units and the meaning of standard
word comfortably. Metric System was talked about; its upper and lower units were
touched on. When what the lower and upper units will be useful for and if they didn‟t
exist what will happen were asked, all of the students were raising hands. When
Yasin took the floor, that he raised hand without designing what to tell was obvious.
After some fuddle, he mentioned that we couldn‟t measure the small things, for
example; we needed a small unit like centimeter to measure the side of his watch.
The notable changes in Yasin‟s comfortable and confident behaviors compared to his
previous performance will be discussed together in detail in another paragraph.
Likewise Yasin, Ali said that we need bigger units to measure the olive gardens.
How it will be to measure the fields we went before with meter and the fault types
which can occur were discussed. Ali who used to be striving but shy student
contributed more by saying that it must be measured with kilometer, because large
fields would be measured by big units. We asked Uncle Halil as we didn‟t have a
measurement tool with kilometer.
Students were given the plan of field with 1/2500 scale in which the fields we
went for comparing were in. The aim of this activity was to remember the concept of
scale and make them the simple operations do before starting exercises about area
measurement with a scale. It drew their attention pretty much. They were asked to
write the names of those on the places they know. They placed like school, factory,
and asphalt easily. It was obvious that they knew better than me, none of them
needed help. The length which is 2500 unit in real was told to be 1 unit on the map
over the scale of 1/2500. So, if the length of one side of the first field is
approximately 1 cm on the map, how much it is in real was asked. A few simple
examples were done on this.Yakup, Rüya, Ferhat, Ġsmail started to get bored while
the others trying to get the strategy.Because while finding the area of the fields
minimized with scale which requires advanced capability they would need these
basic information.
By the first example, when I asked students to find how many centimeters
one side of the field in real which is 6 centimeter is on map, almost all of them found
the right real length including the students who had difficulty in the previous lesson.
I was surprised. I predict they found multiplying with 1000 thinking that the area
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which is 6 cm on map with 1/1000 scale is normally larger. When I asked the
students who found the length of one side how they will find the area of it, Ali said
we multiply two sides and they applied.The other questions continued as we didn‟t
have any difficulty. There were points Yasin, Mehmet and Osman had difficulty but
they corrected understanding by small clues.
Ġsmail, Rüya, Yakup, Ferhat solved the worksheets I gave before thinking
them as easy although I told them we would do together at school. Even if they
understood the subject of scale in the previous lesson, it was normal for them to
connect it with the area subject. That‟s why, all of them made mistakes. They didn‟t
follow the steps we discussed carefully by the courage and comfort of being
successful. They started to repeat when they realized that the results were wrong.
When these students didn‟t yet reach the right answer, Yağmur wanted me to check
her paper. Until that time I hadn‟t given a clue about the fact that they must find the
real area by 1 unit square but I saw Yağmur reached the result writing 25 instead of
5(the area of 1 unit square)by unit squares she counted. She was so happy. She used
assertions like “Gosh, I solved in right way for the first time”. In the previous lesson
Yağmur who couldn‟t solve the questions of simple scale I asked through ordinary
questions solved this question requiring high level capability here. By intensifying
scale concept with activities on olive groves might have been let her to internalize
the concept hiddenly. Also her reaction to her being correct reveals that it is not a
quite usual moment for her to feel the confidence of achieving. Thanks to this
activity, she had the joy of being successful in mathematics and its reflections are
observed easily from her movements in class.
As one of the joyful moments, Ali was murmuring a song while trying to
solve the question.This behavior which hasn‟t been observed before is accepted as a
positive change in performance because it probably was revealing that he was having
fun when he was fully concentrated on his job, enjoying that he is able to achieve or
trusting his understanding of related topic. Also, he was supposed to be relaxed,
comfortable and sure to conclude the task with success while working on it during
this activity.
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4.1.3 Activity 2: While Planting Olives
Before starting converting area unit‟s activity, converting length units is
taught to the students during 1 hour because of their observed lack of prerequisite
knowledge. During this lesson the length measurement units which can be necessary
for converting the area measurement units as prerequisite information was introduced
by direct method, conversion exercises were done. Successful students understood
easily, but, although the medium levels understand the matter that they could reach
the right result in application took time.
The warming-up activity, technical information about olive planting was
read, discussed. The students talked about their own experiences. They told planting
in square type as explained in task sheets would not be good; they did in the round
way contrary to the one mentioned on the paper. They also contradicted the stated
water and fertilizer quantities during the discussions by saying that they usually
decide how much water and fertilizer needed to be put by just looking at it and it
usually like until the hole is completely full with water.On the contrary previous
activity, students did not appreciate the information stated in task sheet. The exact
quantities given in the sheet sounded like useless and trivial to them. When I couldn‟t
get expected supporting reaction from them, I asked “How do you plant olive
trees?”.Yasin replied in an alienated manner; “this is not the way to do that, we don‟t
need that” and others approved. According to their reactions, it might be proposed
that this activity failed to be accordant with students‟ real life experiences. However,
from the other side, it also helped to arisingin students‟ existing knowledge about
how to plant olive tree, but in a different way. After those negative reactions, the task
might be criticized by not being developed by being fed from students‟ practices
about olive planting but from technical information gathered from various websites
about olive farming. The assumption that if the information is related with olive, then
it will definitely touch my students‟ culture didn‟t work. Because this group was a
particular one even in olive farmer communities, so I should have considered that
they might have particular practices while developing this activity. As also proposed
by principles of ethnomathematics, not olive farming but the way students currently
perceive and practice olive farming is their actual culture.
The area conversion activity in the field passed doubtfully. The students
found this task hard. They were watching surprisingly despite the directions on the
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sides. Yakup, Rüya and Ġsmail reached the right answer after the direction made
taking the lead from the relation between meter and decimeter. Successful students
also had difficulty in this task. Rüya started to get bored while trying to make others
understand to be able to achieve the aim of the activity. While thinking that the
activity is simple, it continued on the experiences related to the olive cultivation and
they would understand it easily, to have such kind of a reaction caused me to stress
and not to be able to know what to do. As also discussed similarly in previous
paragraph, with this main activity for area units converting, a normally basic regular
practice about olive farming for the students was unfortunately turned to a
complicated mass of knowledge. That‟s why, even well achievers couldn‟t manage to
achieve and internalize the aim. From the other side, if we accept that the task
successfully integrated with ethnomathematics, and the activity about olive planting
even its practices were different was connecting the students whom are olive
farmers,the reason of failure might be linked to difficulty of the task.The activity was
requiring converting length measurement units and linking it with area measurement.
If we consider that the students wasn‟t taught length measurement topic in a regular
unit, they just received a 1 hour long pre-course about length measurement. They
actually couldn‟t be expected to internalize length measurement units and converting
them each other after 1 hour long pre-course. Thus, it makes sense that this activity
which requires this skills was perceived as hard by students.
The students‟ performances were better in exercises about converting area
measurement units, after the main activity in the garden finished and we passed to
the class. Ali and Yasin became self-confident. When I asked who wanted to do the
conversion exercise, although there weren‟t many who raised hand Yasin raised his
hand without thinking. They understood how they will do the exercises easily and
went on without almost fault. I think that the subject was understood. Ali was happy
and wanted to do the exercises insistently without spoiling the order of the lesson.
After completing exercises, he was enthusiastic about passing the problems related
with this subject immediately.
When the problem-solving steps were applied, almost every student in the
class was volunteered for explaining the problem case in the part of comprehension
of the question. The students had already been knowing problem solving steps. After
reading and understanding the problems related to the olive, when passed to the
solution part Ali was singing standing half. He was comfortable and happy, didn‟t
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care about the environment and I am sure he was still interested in the question.
Yasin exceeded himself, he was wandering around in the class self-confidently,
discussing the questions with other students and comparing. He also was interfering
in the points which he didn‟t understand without spending time and didn‟t hesitate to
interrupt asking “Teacher, by what it is shown?”. As also seen from Ali and Yasin‟s
reaction, it is observed during the instruction that students were more enthusiastic
when they were presented problem situations instead of regular exercises such as
converting. Even if in generally students were not quite good at following problem
solving steps appropriately and reaching the result, the narrative expressions about
olive must have been taking their attention. Thus, after little guide not about solving
but about steps, then they continued in a motivated way and were probably feeling
the victory of theirimprovement. And eventually they got back their motivated,
positive and energetic behaviors with those problems related with area measurement
and olive or olive oil quantities.
They asked me whether I would distribute new task sheet or not when the
problems were finished. They were so enthusiastic for the distribution of the new.
When the olive questions became the subject, most wanted to speak and talk about
their experiences, the memories were started to be sharedwhen the occasion presents
itself. Rüya told she broke the olive branch, Emre told he loved egg with olive oil,
Osman told that a half sack olive was taken from one tree, Ġsmail talked about black
olive and how it is made. Yakup and Ġsmail were talking on 25 km² statement in a
problem. While the question including 25 km2 statement was being read, they tried to
understand the size of the field thinking and calculating. They were talking like
“from here to Ġğdecik is 4 km, where and which land did those men buy?”. Probably
with the help of familiar olive context, they started to visualize measurement concept
by exemplifying with real life distances. It could be proposed that if area
measurement concept is presented to those children with regular methods or special
teaching methods but with meaninglesssubjects and example, then this need for
visualizing probably wouldn‟t be appeared.
While wandering around the desks to check the students‟ answers on paper,
when I passed to the side Ali, Mehmet, Yasin, Yakup and Ġsmail sit, I confirmed
those students‟ answers before that Ġsmailunderlined his and his friends‟ success by
saying “Teacher, when you come here you always say yes, yes, great!” and they
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laughed at each other and reveal their boast. They, mostly Ali, Yasin, Mehmet whom
were not that active before in class, seemed to be having fun because of achieving.
When we started to talk about land measurement units, and how land was
used in daily life was asked Ferhat responded like “vineyard, garden, olive”, Rüya:
“when I ask my grandmother, she says that grandfather goes to the land” and Yakup:
“I haven‟t heard the word of land as we go to the land, they generally say we go to
the ova (lowland)”.When that they use units like Are, decare, hectare or not in daily
life was asked, Yasin: “for example; they say that this olive is 15 dönüm”, Yakup:
“e.g. they will sell field, they say if 1 dönüm costs that, how much the whole of it is
sold”, Yağmur: “we bought the place of Ali Rıza, it is 10 dönüm my father says like
that.”, Osman: “my father plants tree, and he says „I planted for 4-5 dönüm”.
Meanwhile, Mehmet says: “Teacher, there is also karık (furrow).” When I asked:
„what is furrow? ‟, they react humiliating me: „Don‟t you know furrow?‟. They
explain: Mehmet says: „length‟, Yağmur says: „there are long rods which are laid to
fields, for example; they plant by intervals of 5 meters. They realized that all the time
dönüm was used, are, decare and hectare weren‟t used much. Mehmet said „they only
know dönüm and always use it‟. Normally, children who aren‟t initiative in
mathematics, Yağmur, Yasin and Mehmetseemed to feel the ownership of
knowledge and share without thinking, hesitating, with self-confidence.And
providing a traditional measurement instrument and its appreciation by teacher and
others increased their prestige just like a successful one. Also especially the students
who were not good at in school math such as Yasin, Ali and Mehmet were behaving
like having an occasion to contributing and attending in mathematics class. They also
revealed their familiarity on olive topic more than the well achievers bybeing well
ahead with their original contributions and examples. Those activities‟ serving for
low achievers‟ and their stated active participation could be linked to subjecting and
promoting village life and culture in mathematics classroom, instead ofmiddle class
values. Because the successful students of regular, middle class values relevant
curriculum could be assumed to come from the culture close to those middle class
values (Meaney, 2002). Therefore, in out context, the students who are not dealing
with village stuff too much, not let to be busy about real life villager practices for
being good at school and have a home culture similar to middle class are becoming
more successful with this type of curriculum. Yet, the others whom are coming
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purely from low class villager culture may be well ahead with these culturally
relevant mathematics activities.
While converting the field measurement units among themselves, they mostly
didn‟t have difficulty.When how many square meter is 1 hm2 was asked all raise
hands immediately. Osman says: “Two steps were passed, a zero and a zero more,
10000. Among them there was decare.” He gives the right answer. The exercise that
Osman solved was not so important one in general but when Osman‟s previous
performance is considered his correct answer to this question is becoming quite
meaningful. Because Osman who has psychological and family damages, big
problems in understanding and huge deficiencies in academic background answered
an exercise without any guidance probably with the motivation of activity focused,
energetic classroom atmosphere. When the first conversion exercises were done, Ali
who realized his fault saying “I thought we must divide” understood the exercises in
time. He also was totally focused on the activities, realized his fault and corrected.
He wasn‟t shy anymore likewise in previous classes, he also was very relaxed as
much as speaking about his faults too. Yasin, Yağmur and Ozi tried to go to the
board. When they understood the subject or not was asked, Yağmur said: “It‟s so
easy” with dancing.Her behavior was the glory of achieving in mathematics. Before
the instruction, Yağmur was usually relaxed and socially active but she was not
really tied with up mathematical concepts and thinking so she can not be identified as
an academically successful student in general. Even if she wasn‟t extra active during
the activities, she outscored in especially last activities. As also stated in previous
observations, she was being the first who got the correct answers in some of the
activities that makes her surprised about her performance which never occurred
before as I remember. It is obvious that, these activities started to become a
presentation of her daily practices in classroom environment instead of complicated
ordinary mathematical exercises.
When all three exercises Ali did in his sheet was said to be wrong, Ali
mentioned his surprise like “wasn‟t it? Mine is wrong, impossible.”According to his
words and movements, Ali was not a stranger in mathematics classroom any more.
The topics that are discussed were not odd; they at least were meaning to him
something. And he was good at it finally.
Rüya who said that the exercises I didn‟t do were right as well and was
excited to go to the board stood up and started to wander among the desks, she was
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checking her friends‟ answers.Rüya revealed her feelings about how the exercises are
easy for her with words but didn‟t get bored probably because of hardworking,
sharing and free atmosphere in classroom, found herself a job and started to help the
others by herself.On their desks students were studying, looking at the steps on the
blackboard and they were discussing with each other. There was a sharing, excited
and productive class atmosphere, entertainment, jokes, shouting with one voice etc.
Yasin wanted to go to the board for a partly difficult conversion exercise
which has adding operation and converting, and the example of which wasn‟t shown
before. His self-confident was perfect but I hesitated about whether he could do or
not. I decided to make him find the answer by helping. Yasin: “I will try, we will add
daa to a (he converted the different units into decare individually). We will go from
hectare to decare, one 0, 20 (Yağmur: Don‟t you add them?) (The right answer
without help).” When I said that he did so beautifully that I could cry, he said he
would cry too. Finally after some more exercises, Yasin comes near me while giving
the homework in, opens the involved pages and helps me. Normally it is a behavior
that he doesn‟t do. Yasin showed quite active and spontaneous performance during
the instructions. He stared to be able to complete some problem situations until the
end. He also started to raise his hand often and even without designing thoughts in
his mind, in other words he actually left his fears, he was confident about his
answers, and he was relaxed. His comfortable behaviors and quick responses without
any hesitation may reveal his low anxiety level during the activities. Another
considerable behavior change was his walking around in classroom, comparing and
discussing the problems with other students during the activities and asking for help
comfortably from teacher. While doing them, he also was very focused on his tasks,
following and recording the required steps in his task sheets. Yasin‟s active
performance and confident behaviors during the activities was not even similar his
previous performance in classroom. It also was visibly changing in a positive way
day by day. Moreover, Yasin, who even started to complete hard problem situations
by himself until the end, stated that he was also shocked by his own success.
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4.1.4 Activity 3: Ancient Measurement Systems & Measurement Units
in Ottoman Empire

When students were intrigued by new task sheet about different measurement
systems of different antique cultures, they were surprised to see the samples of old
land titles on which Ottoman Turkish is written among the pages. The alphabet used
in the samples of these land titles seemed familiar to the students due to the religious
education they had. Yağmur said: “I know Arabic a bit, but I couldn‟t read this. (This
is not Arabic, it is Ottoman Turkish), anyway, but it is similar.”Ġsmail asks his
friends signing the letters of Arabic alphabet by his hand: “what was that? Aleph The first letter of Arabic alphabet- was like that, but what was this letter?”. These
kinds of comments gave the message we can draw the attention of the students to the
topic with their cultural familiarity.
As the ancient measurement units different cultures used are concerned, they
made jokes using the images related to the ancient civilizations they had in their
minds. Ali; “Hammurabi hehee”, Yağmur; “teacher I know that woman (pharaoh),
saw in the cartoon”, Osman; “teacher how they paint their eyes, I love that”. Yakup
asked if I liked the numbers Roman used and we will make operations or not. He
stated his interest in mathematical practice of different cultures asking these. When
we started to learn about other cultures‟ measuring practices, Yasin asserted that he
finds this practice different and interesting saying “Egyptians measure by their hands
and arms.” When especially the values of the units stated by parts of our body while
discussing ancient measurement units, students imitated spontaneously and
confirmed the correctness. For example; 7 hands were equal to 1 cubit. Children tried
to confirm starting measuring the part from elbow to fingertip without giving any
direction. The classroom seemed to be happy and motivated to being presented this
task with items related with both their own culture and other cultures. They revealed
their excitement about discussing other cultures‟ practices with their words stated
above.
For passing from length measurement units to area measurement units that
other ancient cultures used to use, when it was asked about whether we can find the
area of the square one side of which is 1 cubit or not, Yasinsuggested cubit square
saying “we multiply two sides like square”. As also observed from students‟
behaviors, they started to use appropriate units, associate perimeter with area, and
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discuss it upon other cultures‟ mathematical practices. Therefore, other cultures‟
mathematical practices turn took pretty much attention and it turned to mathematical
learnings.
This activity was interesting for the students because they asserted that they
learned different measurement systems‟existence, since they haven‟t heard before
and have always used metric system they mentioned that they haven‟t thought of
existence of such different systems. By Yasin‟s advanced level question, “Can they
belong to their own measurement units related to their cultures?” there has been a
spontaneous discussion about the relation between culture and mathematics. They
said yes for the question “Does the metric system we use belong to our culture?”,
because the system we used was that. Ġsmail said: “everybody knows his/her own
culture. Maybe they haven‟t heard meter or decimeter we use if we go to India”.
Yakup told that it wasn‟t our culture opening the historical dimension into
discussion. For example; he says: “we sell and buy things from Europe and vice
versa, we say 5 hand span and they say centimeter. We use theirs in case there will
be no confusion”. There became discussions on why there isn‟t only one
measurement system in the world, and on different measurement systems used
nowadays.With the help of this activity, it was observed that students‟ awareness and
sophistication increased, they started to discuss about mathematical practice
inherently,and gained the idea of mathematics is inside of life and culture, and they
are very integrated because mathematics also changes when culture is changed.
Therefore it might be assumed that with this activity about measurement methods of
different cultures, students‟ point of view about measurement topic had changed and
became meaningful so it resulted in more motivation and success.
In the entrance of the other lesson Ali wants to start impatiently. He
announcedthat he checked out task sheets at home and used statements like there are
a lot of measurement units, they use different units in some places and he told he
wants to start immediately. Ali and most of the students were still motivated but
some of them especially Emre and Yağmur looked bored a bit when the sources were
started to be read. This situation can be explained by the fact that Yağmur who is the
organizer of the cleaning class project which they conduct since the morning got
bored because it wasn‟t allowed while they were thinking about conducting it all day
long.
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They answered as dönümand evlek for the question whether there is area
measurement unit different from the books that they used in daily life in the village.
Ali stated that these units can come from their own origins. He mentioned that it was
important to know their cultures, to learn what were used in the past and how they
operated math when they learned these.
After the measurement units used in Middle Asia, the measurement units used
in The Ottoman Empire were passed. „The archine‟ which is most familiar one
started to be discussed. Even if all of the students didn‟t use this term in their daily
lives, they mentioned they heard it before certainly. There were meaningful
dialogues like Yakup: “I heard but I didn‟t know how long it is”.Yasin: “Teacher, do
the tailors use it?”“Yes, tailors use it”, “Where do you know?”“His father is a tailor,
teacher.”“Then, your father is a measuring man”, “Where do you know?”“I don‟t
know but my father measures by ruler generally. I have heard archine, also. Should I
ask my father?”.After this really important anecdote, Yasin who felt that his father
took attention and value by class and teacher because his work is related with
measuring, Yasin continued to indicate that his father is a tailor and he can ask some
problematic issues about measurement to him in following activities too. Yasin was
quite happy to have a tailor father and comfortable about it and it was observable
from his performance in classroom.
The archine which is defined as length from fingertip to elbow wasresembled
to cubit by Ali. Rüya: “Namely, archine is something like that?” she shows with her
hand. Yakup, Yağmur, YeĢim, Emre tried to show archine by their hands without
direction. Yağmur: “They still do it like that. I saw it. They get it through this
finger.”Yakup: “sometimes paddler pass across here, he also does like that, my
grandmother buys fabric.” This activity was helped students to realize that the
villagers are still using some of the old measurement units instead of their newer
versions, get deep into their own culture, understand and discover the mathematical
practices had been used by their culture.
When the Ottoman measurement units were talked about, the point
measurement unit drew their attention. Mehmet said: “They couldn‟t measure
it”Rüya: “They measured”. Ali imagines by saying that ; “dot, dot, dot, dot, … 12
points are getting together 1 hat (line) occurs”. Yakup: “Where do they use the
point?”,Ali: ”they used in field, Yakup”,(he was kidding). Ali: “Teacher, 12 lines
umm..”( he is trying to convert), Rüya: “131 points” (12 lines 1 finger, 1 line 12
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points, I multiplied 12 by 12) she did this operation by herself without being asked.
They were trying to convert each other and understand the relation between them,
they were trying to show by their bodies stating every unit.With this activity,
students started to compare, visualize and discuss the sizes of different units. The
measurement units were meaningful, related with real life and beneficial piece of
knowledge for students, instead of ordinary mathematical expressions. Converting
the units each other became an activity which was done just for themselves in order
to understand better the relationship between units; instead of exercises that asked by
teacher to be solved. They comprehended the real point of what measurement units
refer and where they are used anymore; besides they stated to make fun of it.
When we pass from length measurement units to area measurement units in
Ottoman Measurement System, Osman told that: “1 finger 4 lines square (being
corrected), Osman was so enthusiastic to join the activities and always try but can‟t
give the right answer. Osman was a student who quite has difficulty in understanding
mathematics and lack of prerequisite knowledge, he usually makes an effort during
the classes but he is still quite weak about association and implementation of
mathematical concepts in regular classes. However, when I paid attention to his
words especially during the presentation activity, he was involuntarily associating
area and yield, linking his hidden mathematical knowledge about land measurement
(dönüm) and its effect on the quantity of olives, and comfortably using mathematical
concepts. He also continued his high interest and participation for a while more in
activities. When I compare Osman‟s previous situation in mathematics classes with
his comfortable, self-confident and mathematically literate behaviors, it gave me a
hope about I might make progress even on this student with ethnomathematical
program. However after a while to the last activities, some situations are observed
which revealed that Osman was only active in verbal expression required in activities
and had difficulties in converting it into mathematical learning.
By passing the Republic Period measurement systems, change of
measurement systems with law, Ferhat objected to the statement of “old
measurement systems were removed completely” saying not completely, mostly,
because some of them were still used like archine and dönüm. He started a discussion
and whose father is a green grocerYakup added “I help my father sometimes. Men
come and say that give me one okka of tomatoes and one okka of potatoes. They got
used to okka and say okka for kilo.”
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The activity of converting the area of the land stated by old area measurement
units in real Ottoman Turkish land title given the translation of it was made. This
activity was completed easily through the units given in the table, then mixed
conversion exercises were done. The exercises about converting these Ottoman
length and area measurement units each other were made. At first the students were
trying but after a few most of the students got bored because of much review or
complicated mathematical calculations.The students were quite bored and they were
in the mood of not to be able to do. Many couldn‟t do the conversions of onestepped. In fact, what those units mean was discussed and talked thoroughly. They
showed the magnitude of the units by hands and arms. At that time, they seemed
entertaining so much. But, as the application is concerned they couldn‟t do the
activity of how many fingers three lines are (1 line: 12 fingers). Especially when
many old measurement units like line, point, finger… got together the minds of the
children got confused. Their focusing became difficult. That these units were
discussed in the previous lessons seemed to cause the students get bored.
Especially Ġsmail, Eren, Yakup, Ferhat made converting operations and
seemed like don‟t want to continue that kind of units. Yasin was still trying but
couldn‟t manage to convert and didn‟t seem to be continuing. He was a kind of lazy,
never moved and spoke. When I asked what the problem is, he replied: “I couldn‟t
slept well”.Yağmur seemed like sleeping at that time but she was giving the right
answer when she was asked to convert the units.
When we came at the end of the activity of Ottoman measurement units they
were realized to get really bored. They weren‟t answering the questions as I wanted;
I had to make them play games of gathering attention to make them focus again. The
reason of why students started to get boring at the end –even if they started and
continued very motivated- could be explained by they probably consumed the topic
even if it was interesting at first, after 6 hour long task with the same topic. Also the
rest was all mathematical calculations about some units they even do not find
meaningful. Trying to deal with those units they just mathematically met had to be a
kind of complicated mass of knowledge, instead of a way to understand their world.
Yakup and Yasin also supported their boredom in this activity with indicating in
activity assessment forms by determining the activity as one of they don‟t like, even
if Ferhat and Osman determined it as their favorite one.
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We suspended the matter of olive during this activity. During this period,
that the students brought the subject of olive was intriguing. Probably, due to the fact
that the other activities go over the olive, they needed making the association with
olive. They were talking about their memories, which are related to the subject or
not, they were trying to explain the questions directed through the olive. When they
were observed to get bored in this activity prepared by assumption of reflecting their
own cultures, when the olive subject gets into the matter, that they became more
motivated, excited and happy was seen. That‟s why, this finding let us to remember
that the real culture is not the one that carried by the roots, it is the values that we
create through our existence. This finding also could be identified as a warning for
the activity development process.
During this activity, all of the task sheets were distributed at the beginning of
the activity and that they had to have them in the lessons until finishing was
mentioned. But, despite all warnings a big part of the students said that they forgot
their task sheets. Although I cared for the subject of keeping the task sheets with
them and mentioned that I am careful, the students who forgot this were ashamed of
this situation. This could have had effect on the situation of getting bored, not being
able to focus on the matter. Some of them also verified it with their replies to the
students‟ activity assessment forms that they felt bored just a few times during the
instruction and those times were the ones they forgot their task sheets.
After these converting exercises when that we will solve the problems of
conversion of measurement units which are related to the stories passing in the
Ottoman period into each other was told, Mehmet said: “I love these kinds of things,
I don‟t like those with solutions, I can‟t do them”(he means the converting
exercises).Mehmet again revealed that he prefered problem situations than exercises
and other students approved him. The students made many comments on the
problem‟s topicsuch as handcrafts on fabric they have in their homes, the old family
members doing that, etc. as every time.
They were excited when they were solving problems. Ali said: “teacher, we
found” with self-confidence. But, he found the area of the rectangular shaped fabric
by skipping the operations of converting units. Ali followed the steps saying himself
“Let me see, archine. I found. Now convert”. Students were observed to love
problem solving in comparison with exercises. And then, problem solving activity
related to Topkapı Palace, about which they know who lived and in which period
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they were used was passed. The region which Topkapı Palace covers was bigger in
the past and they decided it would be suitable to represent by old measurement unitdönüm. There were the ones who converted the region which was 80000 m2 to
dönüm putting 000 and removing 000, they were enabled to reach the right answer
by right directions. Whether they did right or wrong, that they loved and adopted
problem solving activity was observed from their high participation in the class, the
statements they used by saying they prefer it and their willingness to share memories.
To sum up, this activity is differed from other activities by presenting
students some other cultures‟ mathematical practices instead of themselves.
According to the results of our study, this aim of the activity is welcomed by
students. From their dialogs and behaviors, students seemed to be excited about other
cultures‟ practices about measurement, have a curiosity for unknown mathematical
applications and a tendency to discover the different one. They also appreciated to
learn about their former measurement system used to be used in Ottoman times and
revealed it in activity assessment forms too. They were interested and familiar about
the alphabet and sharing their experiences such as old land registers that their
families owe and some measurement units they still use in daily lives. In other
words, students were getting to know related concepts about measuring, learning
about the other cultures and their different measurement systems, realizing the idea
of different cultures may develop different measurement system due to various
reasons and needs. Throughout this way, it is observed that students were
unconsciously discussing and questioning some basic concepts about measurement,
gaining intellectual information and abilities and becoming motivated to work on the
related activities about land measurement. Besides those positive findings, students
started to get bored and a decrease in their motivation was observed. The possible
reasons for this decrease was explained above and it mainly linked to long lasting
activity period and using too much irrelevant units in last exercises.

4.1.5 Activity 4: Rating the Remaining Area of Olive-Tree
With this activity which is designed to increase students‟ problem solving
skills about the area of plane regions, the students who didn‟t know the concept of
intra agriculture, started to give examples understanding what it means after the first
sentence read. All of them knew this application in their daily practices, and why, for
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what purpose and how it is made. Yakup, Yağmur, Rüya, Yasin, Emre contributed
saying planting the cherry between vineyard seen often in the village and Ġsmail: “we
plant things like watermelon which is short-lived between olives or cherries”.
After the problem case was read and understood, all of them got some hints
about the required steps and started solving enthusiastically. Rüya and Yakup
reached the right result without any direction in the main activity.Yağmur finished
the main activity just after a small direction related about the order of the steps.
Yasin was trying to reach the result excitedly, enthusiastically. He was on his sheet
and listening the directions carefully and asking like “so we will subscribe the olive
oils land than the whole, no?”. I corrected his faults, and he moved on and then
smiled by the happiness of reaching the right result. I supported Yasin during the
activity but I think that he understood well because I tried to make him find the
answer by himself. Ali was among the ones who finished at last, but when I made
him tell it was seen that he followed the steps well and was describing the operation
by logical explanations. His paper was complicated, “teacher, excuse me for this, it is
a mass.”
The most noteworthy element during this activity was about classroom
atmosphere. In class, sharing atmosphere was felt, the ones who complete the activity
in advance compared their results with others, guided to the ones who couldn‟t do
and were trying to make them reach the right result. Students were included in the
problem enthusiastically. Another point drawing the attention is that the students‟
motivation was high and when they did wrongly, they weren‟t hurt when corrected
and seemed motivated to make it continue.Being in there and enjoying the joy of
mathematical activities seemed to be more important for them, instead of reaching
the correct result quicker than the others aggressively.
The ones who finished the main activity passed to the other exercise activities
regarding the same gain. These activities were solved easily. The main point to
finding the remaining area seemed to be understood with all of the students. In the
ones which require conversion, support and remembrance were given. Yasin started
application for the new exercises by the question “It is the same logic, isn‟t it
teacher?”.Yasin wanted to answer all the small questions while direction was made.
He almost was creating an image like the most hardworking of the class generally.
During the activity, there wasn‟t any student who seemed bored, numb.
Students were studying focused on papers and worked vividly when we passed to
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especially the part of application and operation of the problems. When they saw that
they did right, they were observed to have pleasure. Only Mehmet was like a bit
bored, he told that he argued with his friends, there were conditions that he didn‟t do
anything standing still with the stress that created. That he looked around unhappily
and he didn‟t take any pleasure even if support was given. According to
observations, another student who started to take attention during this activity was
Emre. He was acting his regular performance in previous activities. He was looking
like fine, excited and participating just like he always used to do but he in this
activity he started to show more attention. He was much more willing to take the
board, insisting me to check his result and communicating with others about the
activity.
Ali: “I can‟t do it. Let me divide 22 into 12. What happens if we multiply?”
He was speaking to himself. His behaviors were quite comfortable even if he said
that he couldn‟t do, he needed help. He added like “I found, teacher. Can I convert
into dm?”.He actually had no relation with Ali at the beginning of the activity. While
I was wandering between the desks, they were studying individually actively.
Sometimes they turned to group activity by themselves. The ones who finish earlier
started join the groups, clusters became and helping started. They were wandering
around; there was an environment which supports freedom and joy. The activity
which started with a problem situation quite related with their daily practices about
olive farming again let the students feel familiar and owner of the knowledge. Then,
with the help of this comfort and confident, they started to solve the exercises after
getting the real sense of first problem. These kinds of problems were internalized by
all students and it was an important acquisition for our method.

4.1.6 Activity 5: The Area of the Land of Nomads

Task sheets drew the attention. The students started to laugh seeing the
familiar faces from the village on photos. The students who saw top view of the
village were excited surprising at how I found. They talked about the qualities of
their villages which they liked and didn‟t like.Yakup told that; “the village is not
good when you stay so long, it is boring”, Eren; “teacher, when I go to Ġzmir, I throw
up and feel nauseous. I don‟t like Ġzmir. I prefer to live in here”. Mehmet; “who
doesn‟t like Ġzmir, impossible”. The information related to the history of village is
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read.Emre joined the discussion much and commented of whether nomad culture,
nomadic life is good or not. Mehmet: “The Ottomans gave soil to Nomads. Why did
it give? Aiming they could have houses.” He just commented. While trying to find
the place of the school to get to know the map, all were included, they were
discussing among them.
When I said that we would try to find surface area of the map, Yakup said
“How will we find it? This shape is untidy”.Rüya answered we could divide, we
could make a rectangle, Yağmur answered like “What happens if we divide into
squares?”,Ġsmail: “when we combined the shape in certain points, squares and
triangles occur.” These strategies were the ones wanted to solve the problem and the
students were confirmed in that way. They actually came to this point by themselves
without a direction as explained with dialogs. It was good to watch their developing
strategies unconsciously, with the nice glow of the activity related with their village.
Everybody divided into different shapes and compared to the others. The only
condition was that the parts were supposed to be square, rectangle, triangle, namely,
the polygons they know how to calculate their areas.
Although Yakup found it odd at first, he was able to finish the division
operation when the activity began. Yasin progressed in the same way, he asked me to
check. All were trying to separate into the parts on task sheet individually. Many did
right separating operation even if they did differently, because there was no wrong
answer. Yağmur and Yasin made trapezium which they didn‟t know how to find its
area, it was corrected. Mehmet made small unit squares; “How will we make decimal
here?” (He meant the areas which are smaller than the scale size, the ones which
aren‟t 200 m utterly). As he realized himself, when he was in predicting stage
because dividing into so small parts would cause dealing with the small numbers, he
was asked to create bigger shapes.
When they started to predict the length of sides of the shapes which they
created comparing to the scale, Rüya had difficulty firstly, she asserted that her mind
was complicated but then she mentioned her joy saying that I found. Some already
developed their own strategies. Ġsmail signed his finger by pilot pen; he was using it
as ruler of 200 m. Everybody continued to study individually. Rüya and Yakup were
discussing strategies and the results they found cooperating.By completing the
activity in a successful way, I wanted them to collect all they learnt by this activity.
Ali who wanted to take floor summarized like when they met an object, area of
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which they didn‟t know how to calculate they could find dividing it into small parts
and adding the areas of these parts. It was interesting that Ali, normally who starts to
begin speaking in classroom not easily, was quite relaxed and participating in these
activities. It is observed that he was interrupting the activity without hesitating to
clarify something in his mind about measurement; he was really willing to answer
the questions and solving the exercises on board, was giving the correct responses
spontaneously, etc. His non-routine practices such as looking forward to the next
activities, coming classroom as getting prepared, taking part in discussions, coloring
the class environment with his jokes were taking attention.
Different exercises regarding overlearning the same gain were done. The
students who got the strategy started to progress in the exercises. The same joyful
study environment continued. Yasin was solving out of his desk shaking again, he
reached the wrong answer, turned back to his desk, thought about it and an idea
appeared and he went into the question again.Yağmur was coming near me finishing
the exercises and she was surprised to hear that she reached the right answers and
turned back to her place happily. Mehmet did nothing, looked as if he tried but he
wasn‟t there actually. It doesn‟t work even though I tried and was interested.
Mehmet, who also has quite lower achievement level, was very active especially in
the first activities. During the discussions about measurement methods in the field,
he was correcting our faults and proposing the ones he used to apply to measure the
gardens. He was just sharing and applying his own experiences but they were
spontaneously turning into mathematical contribution. He was quite good at
developing strategies to the problem situations about measurement. He also seemed
to be relaxed and happy to be in there. However, a decrease in his performance was
observed especially to the last activities. Generally, even if he proposed practical and
logical mathematical statements, he wasn‟t able to conclude the required steps to
solve the problems. Because he doesn‟t have enough mathematical base, he had an
obstacle to step further of participation in mathematics classes.

4.1.7 Activity 6: Olive and Culture; Thousand Years Old Mystical
Motif- the Tree of Life

There were several absent students during this activity and we made the
lesson with 6-7 students. Whatever I planned this one hour long lesson for discussing
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the place of olive in folk culture through proverb, poem, ballad, art, embroidery as a
warming-up activity, it was recoverable for those absent ones in short time.
The tree of life motives which we met in the works of art of embroidery in
Anatolia were talked about. The importance of tree of life in antique cultures, its
philosophy and meaning, its place in Shaman culture in the Middle Asia. They
resembled the tree of life motives to olive tree given in the shapes. In the sources, the
tree which is symbolized as tree of life was also believed to be the olive tree. It
shouldn‟t be a coincidence for a so important symbol to be referred to as olive tree.
One of the motives drawn on plotting paper, often taken part in the
handicrafts of different cultures was distributed to the students. They liked to see that
an element which they are familiar with in their own culture is a significant symbol
in the world and it is reflected to the art and that they will do mathematical activity
through this symbol seemed exciting.Ali indicated his maze by saying that “what an
important tree was olive, I didn‟t know that”, Mehmet; “are we going to write a
poem about olive or draw an olive tree like this?”.
While continuing the activity in another day, the previous warming up
activities was summarized for the others and we passed to the main task. The gain
concerning the relation between the length of sides and area through the question of
what kind of a change occurs if all the side lengths are doubled was focused. Many
of the students claimed the area would be doubled also at first. The students were
asked to find the area of partly complicated motive. Ali and Yasin started to count
the unit squares in the area motive covered. Ġsmail started to find the area of the
motive composed of rectangle by short method multiplying the width and length.
Emre started to divide the shape into the parts of each 4 squares and then mentioned
that he got the result multiplying the number of parts with 4. There was a striking rise
in his performance, concentration and enthusiasm in these last activities.Emre who
has hyperactivity and concentration disorder probably felt better and participated
with a higher performance when he could feel that he can achieve to complete the
task quicker and without spreading.
The students seemed quite focused on the activity; all of them were trying to
find the area of the motive. Ali was solving the activity excited as every time making
weird hand gestures. When the students were asked to find the area of the motive,
they made the separating the area which they can‟t find the area which was the gain
of previous activity practical by themselves without any direction. Then, the areas of
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some parts were calculated in the situation where all the lengths of sides were
doubled as mentioned in the problem case. They drew again making the side length
of branches in rectangular shape, leading becoming bigger doubled. They compared
to the old ones finding the areas of new shapes. Ferhat and Rüya completed without
having difficulty. Alireached the area of the new shape instead of drawing the new
shapes, the sides of which were doubled making the width and length doubled
putting it on the old shape. Ġsmail found the new areas and noted them by
calculations on mind without drawing and operation. Yasin couldn‟t use a high level
strategy but got the right result, he was joyful.
Upon the question of Ali, “Can we do without drawing?” it was stated that
the ones who found the relation between old and new areas could continue using this
relation without drawing. Consequently, almost all students realized that when a
regular object‟s sides were doubled the area would increase 4 times. Ġsmail touched
on a very important subject saying: “I will tell something, but it can be nonsense, if
we increased one side (width) two times, the area would increase two times more,
but when we increased both sides (width and length) 2×2 as calculating the area it
increases 4 times.” He made a statement which was understood by the students
easily.
Finally, instead of drawing the other parts the side lengths of which were
doubled, we quadrupled the old area and reached the total area adding all of them.
The same activity was applied in the condition all side lengths were made half.
Overlearning problems were passed. The problems were solved without doubt
generally by the class. Yasin asked which activity we will make tomorrow, he was
wondering and impatient.
With this activity, the students were presented a mathematical task about art,
maybe for the first time in a mathematics classroom. The art presented was also
related with olive tree which is deeply involved in their culture. Besides that they
also had the chance to know the importance of olive tree in various cultures, history
and mysticism; and appreciated that they are culturally that into in olive. The
expected results of this unique activity were gained. Students were enthusiastically
concentrated in their tasks and completed them. All students were included. Also,
there was an energetic, sharing and happy classroom environment due to the activity.
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4.1.8 Activity 7: The Universal Symbol of Peace-dove & Olive Branch
The ones who didn‟t attend the class were remembered to follow this activity
which was the follow-up of the previous topic.Meanwhile, Yasin told me an event
happened just before the class and he was sad and complaining about it. According to
him, Yasin wanted to help his friend Yakup who is one of the most successful
students in class and missed the previous topic because he was absent. Yasin offered
him to explain this topic in board and started but Yakup teased and laughed him.
Yasin complained like: “teacher, I was trying to help him, tell him, but he made fun
of me! (a little bit reproachful).It was a quite resourceful data for the study because
Yasin‟s explaining –even attempting to explaining- a mathematical topic to Yakup
was a moment that even couldn‟t be imagined normally. Because Yasin was one of
the low performers, while Yakup was one of the high. Yasin‟s improved self
confidence during the activities showed up with this very concrete dialog.
The stories of goddess Athena and Prophet Noah legend emphasizing the
importance of the olive in mythology and religion were read and commented on. We
talked on peace and connected it to meaning of peace dove as a universal figure.
Then, we moved the activity withpeace dove motive on the plotted paper. The
students made expressions to start impatiently.Yasin was asking; “are we going to
find the area of dove, teacher?”,Yağmur; “I will divide it into triangles and
rectangles”. They were interested in the task and started before the problem was
presented.
For the problem which how much the new area of the shape, the side lengths
of which were tripled would be asked, Yağmur suggested dividing the shape into
firstly squares, rectangles and triangles and then making it bigger one by one again.
That we do drawing was impossible was realized, because the shape which would get
bigger would not fit into the paper practically. There was a need for a different
method; a more practical method could be used. Mehmet tried to assert the gain of
the previous lesson;“If it is two, it becomes 4, we will do like that.” He touched on
the right strategy but he couldn‟t explain mathematically completely. How much the
area of polygons, the perimeter of which rises 2, 3, 4 times more would increase was
asked just as in the method Ġsmail suggested by Ali‟s stating the strategy we learned
in the previous lesson, which Mehmet mentioned. All responded right explaining;
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they got the logic of it. The second step with Eren‟s “9 times then” followed the first
step of the activity suggested by Yağmur‟s “first, let‟s find the area”.
At the end of the activity everybody reached the result even in different times.
The ones remaining behind the one who finished immediately were solving as small
groups. Some of these groups were accompanied by the ones finishing early such as
Rüya, Yakup, Ġsmail, some tried to complete only the burden of operation as they
knew the method. To the end of the lesson even if many finished and started chatting
one group with Ali, Yasin and Mehmet was still calculating in a concentrated way
and trying to reach the result. In addition; Yakup who weren‟t in the lesson last week
stated that the activity reached its aim commenting like “By this activity, it was
understood, it was an easy subject, I learnt immediately before it finished”. With the
help of this activity, students encountered a joyful experience with mathematical
tasks related with discussions about universal values and issues for a better world.

4.2

Students’ Views About the Activities

In this part, students‟ written comments and evaluations about activities from
the activity assessment forms which delivered to them after the application are stated.
In order to evaluate their views and ideas, and verify the data derived from
observations, the meaningful statements that could be considered as data are stated
below.
İsmail: He states that he liked the topic because they wandered around and
had enjoyable times during the activities. He indicated that he will never forget area
measurement skills because they learned them by practically applying. Besides all,
he realized that measurement in mathematics is not made up of only metric system.
He couldn‟t be able to pick some favorite activities because he thinks that each one
was better than the other. Mostly he felt happy and successful but the day he forgot
his task sheets at home he felt bored. He preferred to continue our future classes with
similar activities that related with their practical daily lives, instead of the regular
activities in books.
Yakup: He indicated that he liked this topic so much because he had a
chance to learn other measurement systems of various cultures. He also got
interesting information such as olive is the symbol of peace. He said that he felt
pretty fine during the activities because most of the students were able to solve the
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problems. He added as he feels bad towards topic when others couldn‟t manage. He
stated that he rarely got bored during the activities and those were when he finished
earlier than his friends. According to him, the most boring activity was the one
related with Ottoman measurement systems because it was quite hard to convert the
units that they do not know and he thinks that it is not going to be useful for him in
future. The most comprehensible and easy activity was finding an area by dividing it
into pieces. He also prefers to continue mathematics classes with this kind of
practical activities related with their daily life- maybe not olive but another topic
because they already used olives-, instead of books and tests.
Ali: Ali liked the topic and thought that it is going to be useful for him in
future for sure. He stated that he felt happy and successful during the activities
because it was really fun. He signed all of the activities as his favorite one because
all of them were interesting and there wasn‟t any boring one. He thought that he
understood all of them properly well. He didn‟t want to change anything in activities,
conversely he emphasized that it is better for activities to be stay the same. He
passionately insisted on about continuing mathematics classes with this kind of
activities instead of regular ones, actually he begged for that because it was very fun.
Osman: He stated that he loved this topic related with olive and he thought
that it is going to be useful for him in future. According to him he learned why we
measured area and how people did that in past, in Ottoman. He said that he felt
happy because he learned many things. His most favorite activity was Halil Uncle
because he felt a little bit successful in that activity. The other activity that he liked
was Ottoman measurement units because he learned old measurement systems. He
also prefered to continue our classes with cultural activities.
Ferhat: He stated that he pretty much liked this topic because it was quite
linked with historical issues. He believed that if he will be an engineer in future,
those skills that he learned in this topic will be very useful for him then. He thought
that he quickly understood the point of activities and always felt successful. His
favorite activity was Ottoman measurement units because it was related with history.
He felt bored just one time and it was when he left his task sheet at home. He advised
that the area of Ġzmir should have been calculated instead of their village. He also
wanted to continue our mathematics classes with the activities related with their daily
life.
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Eren: He was indicated that he liked the topic and felt happy and successful
during the activities because it was fun. He thought that these skills he got from
activities will be useful for future. His favorite activity was the universal symbol of
peace. He felt bored about two times during the activities because he couldn‟t be able
to answer the questions. He also preferred to continue the classes with the same style.
Mehmet: He indicated that he loved the topic related with olives. According
to him, he stopped hating mathematics and loved it due to this topic. He thought that
those skills will be useful for him in future because they are living in a village and
they inevitably will deal with olive farming staff. His favoriteactivities were Halil
Uncle and the universal symbol of peace. He never felt bored during the activities but
he actually didn‟t like the activity called the area of the land of nomads. He also
preferred to apply that kind of activities during rest of our mathematics classes.
Yasin: He indicated that he liked the olive topic so much, except Ottoman
measurement topic. He thought that this topic will be quite useful for him in future,
especially when his grandfather who has olive gardens passed away, he will be the
new owner of gardens and then use those skills. He stated that he felt pretty good and
happy during the activities because he both had fun and understood the topics very
well. His favorite activities were Halil Uncle, while planting olives and the area of
the land of Nomads because he found them easier than the others. He said that he
never felt bored during the activities except Ottoman measurement topic. He also
preferred to continue the mathematics classes in the same style instead of following
the activities and problems in books. He added that he would prefer to visit Halil
Uncle‟s house during the activity.
Rüya: She stated that she liked that topic and she found solutions of many
questions on her mind about olive at the same time. She appreciated that she learned
area and land measurement units such as dönüm and hectare because she planed to
have an olive garden in future and she would use those information when she needed
to divide or measure the area or plant trees. She said that she got another point of
view to the mathematics thanks to this topic because she learned that how ancient
people used to measure and how mathematics is appeared. She thought that
application process of activites was fine and that‟s why she felt happy and successful
because we did not pass activities quickly, we explained and interpreted each of
them. She couldn‟t select a favorite activity because she liked all of them and all of
the activities were good and enjoyable. She said she never felt bored during the
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activities, laughed and played in all them. While there wasn‟t any topic that she
couldn‟t understand, the most easy and understandable one was converting area
measurement units according to her. She preferred to continue mathematics classes
with this kind of activities instead of regular ones. She also advised that it would be
better if the activity sheets are gathered together and delivered as booklets.
Yağmur: She stated that she liked very much those activities related with
olive, except the ones called the remaining area of olive tree and the area of the land
of nomads. According to her, some questions were very hard so sometimes she was
stressed. She also preferred to continue on those kinds of daily mathematical
activities.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the findings of the study are discussed. This chapter mainly
consists of three parts. In the first part, the results about the contribution of an
instruction enriched with ethnomathematics are elaborated. Implications and
recommendations for further studies are given in the second and third sections.

5.1

The

Students’

Perceptions

of

and

Engagement

in

Ethnomathematics-based Activities in the Area Measurement Concept

In this part, the results emerging from collected data will be discussed in main
categories with the supplement of related literature.
5.1.1 The Theme is ‘Olive’
The first activity presentation that aimed to motivate students on the project
could be assessed as successful in terms of its aims, since students often interrupted
the presentation and wanted to share their own experiences about related topics of
olive. According to the quotations given by students, it can be easily said that most of
the students directly, a few of them indirectly have memories and experiences about
olive and olive farming. With the help of this activity, I had a chance to observe that
olive and olive farming hold a place in some degree in all of my students‟ culture and
it is an integral part of their daily lives. Picking up the relevant topic was a quite
critical decision for the nature of this study. Yet, the expressions that students stated
in their paragraphs and their not being able to stay without interrupting during the
presentation was like approving that a suitable topic was chosen to be integrated in
mathematics. The six aspects of mathematical human activity that influences
children‟s lives are proposed by Bishop (1988a) to the teachers who want their
students to derive personal relevance from learning mathematics in school to
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promote their every day experiences and connect them to the mathematics
lessons. Therefore, this activity seemed to be a good start to develop and apply
culturally relevant mathematics for measurement as one of the Bishop‟s main
activities of human. Overall, the “olive” topic quite took students‟ attention, let them
to feel familiar and revealed their cultural self-confidence. Beside them,this activity
also supported the theme decision about “olive” as a right one for a study which
stresses to link students‟ cultural experiences with mathematics.

5.1.2 Culture Related Topic

During the activities it was observed that students answered the related
guiding questions according to their existing knowledge gained not from school but
from daily practices quite easily without any direction. Their this reaction in
activities might be interpreted as an indicator of their high involvement in
measurement topic in their daily lives, instead of a boring or frustrated activity. The
tasks were about measurement concept but most of the students, doesn‟t matter their
previous achievement, contributed in some way mostly by sharing their experiences
about measurement issue in olive groves. With this activity, the students started to be
more aware of the fact that mathematics exists outside school and in their culture,
just like the Maldivian students in Adam‟s (2004) study after an ethnomathematics
based measurement unit. When the students in our study were presented activities on
olive theme in the main activities, they also seemed to appreciate the measurement
topic, understand it quite well and perform better as a whole class. This result of the
study may be concluded as the mathematics that they cannot link with reality and
rationalize, became meaningful when it is associated with olive theme.
Also during the last activities which structured on problem situations, it was
obvious that the problems about familiar contexts achieved to keep students in
activities, let them to internalize the situation and being aware of the steps that they
follow in real meaning. It was an expected result of an ethnomathematical curriculum
because according to Adam (2004), when ethnomathematical approaches are applied,
the “school” mathematics is getting more relevant and meaningful for students.
Kurumeh, Onah and Mohammed (2012) also proposes ethnomathematics as a very
significant strategy for increased meaningful understanding of concepts. In Lipka and
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his colleagues‟ experimental study with indigenous Yup‟ik students, cultural topics
of modules that they used provided real and positive connections for students. Thus,
similarly in our situation, students developed meaningful and real connections with
presented mathematical tasks and performed better in activities when they were
exposed to a mathematics which is related with their experiences, familiar daily
practices and culture.
Most of the students‟ favorite activity was the first one that the wise man
about olive farming was guiding the students about measurement with recorded
videos. It was not quite surprising that student liked this activity so much because
when they were exposed to locally familiar context and stories, as well as the
inclusion of local people who were known to the students, they were becoming more
connected to math (interviews with students in the village of Manokotak, Alaska,
2003). Our students were also quite interested in tasks, when they were presented
ethnomathematical activities with familiar context, and they showed their interest
with being excited to compare their answers with his ones, making some jokes about
him and showing their desire to be closer to the wise man by one of them saying that
he wished visiting Halil Uncle‟s house instead of watching him from video.
As well as inclusion of a local people who was known to the students may
explain their interest increase, the sub-activities in this task which is quite related to
their daily olive farming practices may consist the other reason. When they were
taught with familiar contexts that they already knew unconsciously, they felt better
and started to achieve well. About this activity, some of the students said that they
liked it because they felt more successful in it or they found it easier than the others.
The generally existing disconnection that students perceive as separating real life
from the academic world can be minimized by employing culturally-significant
examples and contexts from their everyday life (Greene, 2000) just as tried to be
done in this study. Thus, if I interpret the students‟ expressions and literature, I can
conclude that they built interest to the mathematical tasks and then it became
meaningful when they were introduced with familiar activities due to
ethnomathematics method.
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5.1.3 Out of School Mathematics

The results of the study revealed that students had already knew some main
strategies which presented in program and books due to their previous experiences in
the field which requires to practice unconsciously those mathematical activities in
daily practices. Most of the students started to stepping sides of gardens and
calculated the estimated area ordinarily and in a confident way without waiting any
guidance. However, their quick responses with self confidence in measurement
activities probably cannot be associated with their previous experiences in
mathematics classrooms. Actually they must be never thought about the relationship
between those traditionally used methods and mathematics lessons. They were
thinking mathematically and using its connection with their daily life unwittingly
during those activities with the help of their previous experiences about olive
farming. In Adam‟s (2004) study which has quite similar findings with our study, the
students and even the teachers who were not aware that mathematics exists outside
school and in their culture started to feel that mathematics is already included in their
daily practices with the help of the ethnomathematics-based activities on
measurement. In a similar way, our students saw that mathematics at work in society,
connected school mathematics to real world activities and actively understood that
mathematics as something that humans develop in response to particular situations
with the help of the ethnomathematical instructions (Adam, 2004).
Also according to the students‟ views about the activities, they found
important to learn how to measure due to some reasons like; planning to have olive
gardens in future, being a villager, becoming an engineer in future, etc. The dialogs
derived from students views about activities was quite parallel with the ones stated in
Adam‟s study. From the interviews with students and teacher in this study, it is
concluded that they changed their traditional view about mathematics and realized
that they will use mathematics outside school and this led them to view mathematics
as a human activity.Therefore, similarly in Adam‟s study,the use of context during
the lesson; the teacher‟s helping and encouraging students to talk about mathematics
in the classroom; the students‟ use of their own ethnomathematical experiences; and
the teacher and students‟ linking ethnomathematics to school mathematics let us to
conclude as our students realized their already existing mathematics knowledge and
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its reflections in daily life, started to consider it necessary for future, and appreciated
their own mathematics with ethnomathematical tasks.

5.1.4 Motivation and Interest

Another theme that emerged from Adam‟s (2004) study was about motivation
and interest. The interviewed Maldivian teachers all appreciated the motivational
aspect of ethnomathematical model because it is observed that when the
measurement topic started, students were motivated and interested in learning
mathematics. As the teacher and the researcher of the study, I also had a chance to
observe and compare my students‟ behaviors and performances during those
activities and I had quite similar findings which are also supported with other data
resources. The data derived from all sources revealed that students generally enjoyed
and didn‟t felt bored during the activities integrated with ethnomathematics (with
some topic and situation exceptions), they were excited about discussed topics,
completed the tasks in a motivated way without break out and impatiently wondered
about the next activity.
Moreover, in the activity assessment forms, all of the students said that they
prefer to continue to learning mathematics in the way they had during area
measurement topic, because they found it enjoyable, easier and interesting, just as the
%91 of the students who taught with ethnomathematics preferred in Adam‟s (2004)
study. It means that implementation of ethnomathematical curriculum was
appreciated by students, increased motivation and interest and opted for other applied
methods during previous mathematics classes.Therefore, because this instruction
increased motivation and interest of students which is a quite necessary aspect for
meaningful mathematics learning (Zaslavsky, 1991), ethnomathematics may be
identified as an effective method that contribute to success in mathematics.
Besides the increase in motivation and interest, students‟ mood during the
activities was noticeably different. It is concluded from the observations that students
were having good time and they were working in a concentrated, motivated,
energetic and smiling way. Their relaxed behaviors compared to previous situations
was even resulting with making jokes by using mathematical concepts, singing songs
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and dancing while working on the tasks, speaking, sharing and cooperating with
others. Those kinds of jokes and behaviors that started to be made by especially the
ones whom are identified as shy and unsuccessful before seem to be the indicator of
how students were relaxed and fearless; and enjoyed the mathematics during those
ethnomathematical activities just as stated in an article says that students feel more
comfortable and confident; and gain a better appreciation of math when they are
taught with a cultural perspective (Schultes & Shannon, 1997).

5.1.5 Experience and Self-Confidence

This interest gained from ethnomathematical activities, seemed to be turned
into self confidence naturally. Without the condition of high achievement or
academic success in previous classes, the students who live in this village, related
with olive farming in some way were expected to contribute and perform well due to
the intention and structure of the activities. Especially the ones whom are not good at
school mathematics but had first hand experiences about farming provided more
creative and practical answers during the activities. They probably realized that the
practices they have already been applying were working well in those tasks so they
felt confident because the tasks were designed by considering promoting real life
mathematics, but the olive farmer villagers‟ real life, not the other middle class
communities. Besides, their active performance and quick strategies they developed
for the problem situations without any guidance seemed to let them to feel that that
was their playground and they got the ownership of the knowledge. Because, we
know that when the students understand conceptions from their own point of view
and with their own words, they feel that they have ownership in the subject and their
motivation to learn increases (Greene, 2000). Therefore, in the activities, students‟
own experiences in real life turn to mathematical tasks and then self-confidence in
classroom; just as consonant with the main objective of ethnomathematics is a
program which is to raise student self-confidence, to enhance creativity, and to
promote cultural dignity (D‟Ambrosio 1990; Rosa, 2000).
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5.1.6 Matching the Tasks with Real Practices

Even if students revealed that they mostly liked the activities, some of the
developed activities unfortunately lacked of increasing their motivation and interest.
The second activity which aims to teach converting area measurement units each
other with a task about watering and fertilizing quantities while planting olive trees
was not met with interest and excitement by students as much as the others and they
had considerable difficulty especially in the beginning of the activity. This
unexpected situation might be explained with the necessity of proficiency about
length measurement unit before the area measurement –even if it is tried to be taught
with a one class hour long supplementary course. In addition to that, their not being
able to highly concentrate on the activities and getting bored might be because the
problem situation of the activity did not manage to take their attention. After the
feedbacks, for now I can admit that the topic of the activity was including many
technical information and it was hard for the students in that age group. Besides that
the other possible explanation for their disinterest might be about the topic of this
activity wasn‟t referring to the students daily experiences that much. Activity was
about olive farming but as they stated before, the students was mostly active in
picking process of olive farming, not planting. They should be familiar at least but
their families‟ planting practices were quite different than the ones stated in the
activity as they contradicted during the discussions.The task‟s not being developed
by nourishing from students‟ practices about olive planting but from technical
information gathered from various websites about olive farming with the assumption
of if the information is related with olive, then it will definitely touch my students‟
culture didn‟t work. Because this group was a particular one even in olive farmer
communities, so I should have considered that they might have particular practices
while developing this activity. Therefore,this disconnection should have been
prevented by employing real culturally-significant examples and contexts from
everyday life (Greene, 2000). Therefore, when the integrated topic did not match
well with students‟ real practices, they failed to make connection and started to get
bored. With this point of view, it can be concluded that this activity was weak about
to serve for the targeted goals of ethnomathematics.
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In most of the conducted studies about ethnomathematics as stated in
literature part, the task development processes were mostly constructed on
ethnographic researches. The researchers mostly spent some time with local people
or local working groups to identify their mathematical daily practices and integrate it
into the school mathematics (François & Pinxten, 2007, Lipka, et al., 2005,
Masingila, 1993&Owens & Kaleva, 2007). Even if local people‟s daily practices
about olive farming were tried to be determined in this study with the ways stated in
methodology part with an ethnographic approach, the pursuit of presenting some
different and challenging tasks and activities related with olive to the students paved
the way for formation of some of these activities. A longer and detailed field research
with a professional group of mathematics curriculum developers and researchers on
ethnographic research for developing ethnomathematical tasks might eliminate this
failure and naturally result in more meaningful and successful tasks.

5.1.7 Real Culture and Experience

The other activity that failed to influence students was the one about old
Ottoman measurement system. According to the positive results of the Powell and
Temple‟s (2001) study which suggests a board game called Oware - originally
coming from Africa - to support New Yorker African students‟ mathematics in
school because children have a common biological root in Africa, this study about
Ottoman period measurement system that was in use of recent date was thought to be
appropriate as an ethnomathematical task. In this activity which was developed with
the assumption of they will like it because this former system will reflect their pure
culture taken by roots as in Powell and Temple‟s (2001) study but students started to
want to change the topic by proposing olive stuff for the agenda after a while. In this
activity that students defined its Ottoman measurement units‟ converting part as
irrelevant, useless and filled with complicated measurement concepts; it was clear
that they got bored and try to change the topic to olive which they prefer to work on
it. That‟s why, this finding let us to remember that the real culture is not the one that
carried by the roots, it is the values that we create through our existence. From an
ethnomathematical perspective, mathematics is a human creation that emerges as
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people attempt to understand their world (Adam, Alangui, & Barton, in press).
However, with this activity students exposed to a mathematical task that includes
many never heard measurement units for them, so it probably was a mass of
meaningless expressions, instead of a way to understand their world.In other words,
applying ethnomathematics program in classrooms will help the students to enrich
their construction of mathematical ideas when it is presented by investigating and
exploring the mathematics in their cultural products and practices, instead of adding
the trivial and formalistic elements connected to a specific culture in the tasks
(Powell & Frankenstein, 1997).This finding also could be identified as a warning for
the activity development process as subjecting the mathematics in students‟ daily
cultural practices and product which they understand their world instead of adding
some cultural elements about their history into the tasks.

5.1.8 Short & Problem-based Activity

Besides those possible factors discussed above, the 6 hour long length of both
of the activities that students got bored might be another reason to understand their
boredom. Especially the 3rd activity wasappreciated by students at first, but after a
while they probably used up the interesting elements existing in activities and started
to get bored of them. However, when the situation is compared with especially last
small problem based activities, students‟ being quite concentrated of tasks easily,
non-stop motivation during 2 hour long performances, and their preferences about
less longer activities in activity assessment forms clearly revealed the deficiency of
those long activities. By considering this, especially the students like Emre who has
hyperactivity and concentration disorder probably will feel better and participate
with a higher performance if he could feel that he can achieve to complete the task
quicker and without spreading. Because Emre was observed as quite active, happy
and focused during the last short and problem based activities on the contrary of first
long ones. He also supported this idea by choosing one of those short problem based
activities the universal symbol of peace as his favorite one in activity assessment
form. Thus, the length of the activities might be critical for concentration and interest
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of students, so very long activities should be avoided during the ethnomathematical
activities.
The mentioned motivation decrease in long activities considerably increased
to the last activities which include problem situations at all. Besides the length of the
activities, this finding might be tied to the idea of problem solving activities are more
effective and motivating than regular exercises for students in ethnomathematical
programs, as Masingila (1993) suggested teachers to introduce mathematical ideas
through situations that engage students in problem solving. With this point of view, it
might be concluded that an ethnomathematics-based program is needed to be
presented with culturally relevant problems for a better concentration and
understanding.
Another gaining which observed during the activities was students‟ easily
being integrated in problem solving method and following the steps familiarly. Due
to the nature of the activities, students were usually facing with problem situations
and fulfilling the required steps appropriately. Therefore, they naturally developed or
improved their problem solving skills with the help of ethnomathematical activities.
Also, any troubles in reading and interpreting the problems didn‟t been observed
during the activities. They easily completed even the complicated problems by
following appropriate steps because probably they connected and explained the
meaning better when they were exposed to a familiar context such as olive.

5.1.9 Comparison of Students’ Performances

The most remarkable and interesting finding of the study to me was the
observable changes in previously low performer students‟ performances during the
instruction. At the beginning of the study I had the same distance with all of the
students in means of expectations. I actually didn‟t have any idea about on whom this
method will be effective. The aim was to have a positive increase on all of the
students‟ performances, but while designing the activities, the needs of especially the
members of culturally particular villagers were considered to be fed as determined in
ethnomathematical principles for developing culturally relevant instruction in
mathematics. Thereby, as the teacher when I compare my students‟ previous and
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recent performances, I had consonant results in this study with the aims of the
ethnomathematical program that stress to improve disadvantaged students
mathematics(Benn, 1997; Bishop, 2002).
During the activities, as a researcher and a teacher I could realize the
improvement in my students. There was an observable progress in their expressions,
questions and behaviors ever since the first activity. However, the most meaningful
changes in means of performance were observed in the students who may be
categorized as middle or lower middle achiever group. According to the stated
situation of those students in result part, Yasin, Ali and Yağmur were the ones who
had the most considerable improvement in terms of classroom performances.
Especially Yasin and Ali‟s described practices were quite unique for me. Those
students who used to be striving but feeling their failure were looking like anxious
and worried and they needed to have intense motivators to take part in activities in
general before the instruction. However, for now the reverse was observed and they
were willing to take part in activities, exercises and problems almost quicker and
with more pleasure than the others.
In anyway, probably the tasks were quite relevant them culturally, as they
were not used to; the problem situations in activities seemed very familiar so it was
meaningful to them, and then they realized their potential to deal with them. Due to
the fact that ethno teaching approach is a viable option in promoting meaningful
learning(Kurumeh, Onah & Mohammed, 2012), they probably started to feel the
ownership of the knowledge may be for the first time and achieved to apply it in
classroom. In means of those acquisitions, these activities integrated with
ethnomathematics were fairly useful not to leave those lower middle achiever
students behind.
Activities of those students sorted above could be identified as a meaningful
data only when they are compared with their previous situations in classroom.
During the activities, the group that can be defined as higher-middle achievers, such
as Rüya, Yakup, Ġsmail, Ferhat, Eren, had also good contributions. The activities also
took their attention, they were willing to take part in and they were happy as they
said. However, as their teacher, who knows their previous level and has the chance to
compare it with now, during and after instructions, I don‟t think that those students
provided considerable data in means of the performance difference with the
ethnomathematical method. Because those students who already had high attitude
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and achievement before the instruction didn‟t show a change in their behaviors and
performances in class with the instruction. In other words they just continued their
already high positive attitude and performance during the activities too.
Similarly, low achiever students also failed to provide considerable data in
means of performance difference. For example, Osman and Mehmet‟s, as lowest
achievers in regular classes, observed situation during the activities revealed that
they were highly motivated and happy and especially Mehmet was contributing so
much about their daily mathematical practices during the instruction. However, even
if they proposed practical and logical mathematical statements, they were only active
in verbal expressions required in activities and had difficulties in converting them
into mathematical learning and applying in tasks.According to the results of the
study, ethnomathematical program couldn‟t achieve winning the unsuccessful
students, probably because they don‟t have enough mathematical base to step further
of participation in mathematics classes. In this case, it can be concluded that at least
some prerequisite attitude and knowledge level is required for ethnomathematical
activities to result in positive effect on students‟ performances.
In short words, this study revealed that the instruction integrated with
ethnomathematics didn‟t cause visible performance differences in high and low
achievers of the classroom compared to their previous performances. However,
middle and lower-middleachievers whose prerequisite knowledge and selfconfidence was limited showed considerable difference in means of performance and
behaviors due to the ethnomathematical activities. Those students who actually have
a potential to achieve in mathematics but give up, refused or don‟t know how to use
it for some reasons started to get the ownership of the knowledge again with the help
of attractive, culturally relevant and familiar mathematical activities. The high
achievers didn‟t have a breaking point like the others during these activities because
they were

already

attached

and

integrated

to

the

mathematics.

Thus,

ethnomathematical activities didn‟t play a critical role in their performances but in
any way they appreciated and enjoyed the activities in general, and wanted to
continue the classes with similar activities in future.
Those middle and lower-middle achievers were actually social and culturally
disadvantaged students whose mathematical experiences in school are not culturally
consonant with their home experiences (Bishop, 2002). This mismatch probably
constituted one of the contributing factors to the low achievement of those students
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in mathematics (Lubienski, 2001). Yet, if it is remembered that school curriculum is
constructed with the values of middle class and the achievers are usually the ones
whom are quite familiar those values (Oakes 1990; Secada 1992; Tate 1997), the
performance increase of disadvantaged students may reveal that the results were
meaningful and consonant with ethnomathematical philosophy with the activities
which valued and referred to disadvantaged ones‟ culture.

5.1.10 Promoting and Representing Students’ Cultures in Classroom

Those students were unconsciously and self-confidently participating to the
activities when they were feeling themselves as an expert –even better than teacherabout daily measurement activities. This situation which brings achievement together
could be explained by their own culture‟s unusedly being promoted in classroom, so
their feeling themselves important and comfortable to expose their potential. As
Zaslavsky (1998) suggested that the problems faced by underrepresented minorities
are a result of the schools ignoring the ethnomathematical knowledge that these
children bring from their homes and communities. In order to prevent this, in this
study, students were presented ethnomathematical tasks which are nourished from
their culture and the mainly promoted culture was this particular group of students‟
culture during this implementation.
Another considerable finding of this study was the increase in students‟
motivation and self-confidence when their culture was represented in classroom. As
also one of the basic elements of ethnomathematical program, I tried to value this
particular sub-culture‟s practices and carry them on activities, instead of middle class
ones as in existing program. I tried to give students the message of their livings and
practices are valuable and the increase in especially some group of students‟ selfconfidence and performances might be interpreted as the proof of that. For instance,
during the activities it was observed that Yasin was often giving anecdotes about his
father who is a tailor. Usually a father who is a tailor is not something to be proud of
in regular classrooms covered with middle class values, but this father was related
with measuring activities due to his job and this was making it an important,
desirable and popular job during the measuring activities in classroom. Thus Yasin
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felt it and started to usually say that he can ask it to his father, his father must know it
because of his job, etc. Yasin was quite happy and comfortable about it and it was
observable from his performance in classroom. Also, the other students were feeling
that their experiences were similarly seeing value, being found meaningful and worth
to share with others and their comfortable contributions about daily practices could
be linked to the same reason.

5.1.11 Awakening of Disadvantaged Ones

I believe that by using ethnomathematical method, this study got little but
very meaningful step in order to give voice to the community and value to local olive
farmer villagers‟ knowledge. The interesting anecdote from observations about
Yasin‟s explaining a mathematical topic to Yakup , but Yakup‟s not accepting it
wasa very concrete example to explain it better. It was a quite resourceful data for
me because Yasin‟s explaining –even attempting to explaining- a mathematical topic
to Yakup was a moment that even couldn‟t be imagined normally. Because Yasin
was one of the low performers, while Yakup was one of the high. However, I think it
is a quite meaningful acquisition for this study if Yasinwas evolved to easily and
confidently attempting this step which was not possible for him in general. He gained
that self-confidence during the activities because he learned the topics and felt ready
to share with others in these activities. In addition, Yakup‟s laughing and not taking
his offer serious was the indicator of how ironic was the situation. In this study, the
target group was not the ones who are raised with middle class urban values, it was
the sub-cultural group. Thus villagers‟ daily practices and values were promoted
during the activities and rural people got back the power in classroom. In this
manner, I think this study proved that if the teacher promotes students‟ own values even in mathematics because they are also producing mathematical knowledge as a
human practice- instead of the ones presented in existing programs; they can expose
their real potential and might give them a chance to be successful in mathematics.
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5.1.12 Classroom Environment

Besides the factors related with student performances, one other positive
acquisition gained by this method was related with classroom atmosphere. According
to the observations, the students who were following task steps were not hesitating to
exchange knowledge, discuss about the concepts and ask for help. There was a
sharing, communicative, productive and exciting classroom environment that
flavored with fun and jokes. It was nice to observe such a classroom environment
because any kind of social conflict may be repelled in this classroom sharing and it
constitutes a precondition for a successful ethnomathematics program because the
students who share feel an ownership of their activities (Presmeg, 1988; Vithal &
Skovsmose, 1997).
Also during the activities, the former situation of the students who finish
earlier was not a problem anymore because the students who completed the task were
starting to help or watch the others without any direction. Especially high achievers
were walking around the classroom, checking and guiding the others just like an
assistant teacher, communicating with others, or discussing their strategies with peers
and it was observed that they were having fun while doing this. Finally, almost all of
the students were looking like happy. They constructed a classroom environment that
everybody respects each other and progress all together. Yakup had a related
expression about this topic in his activity assessment form that reveals he felt pretty
fine during the activities because most of the students were able to solve the
problems. He added as he feels bad towards topic when others couldn‟t manage. This
idea probably was the result of his preference for a sharing point of view instead of
aaggressive one. Or maybe he appreciated this peaceful classroom environment
because everybody was concentrated on the tasks so an active and motivated
working environment was provided. In both ways, a liberal environment let students
to experience communication and sharing was tried to be provided the students
during the instructions and its positive results in performances were gained just like
in coherent results with the related literature which say culturally based mathematics
curriculum alters the social organization and communication in the classroom (Lipka,
at all., 2005).
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5.1.13 Awareness

Even if I concluded above that ethnomathematical activities didn‟t play a
critic role in already successful students‟ performances, it should be underlined that
the ones who indicated in activity assessment forms that they appreciated to learn
about other cultures and their practices were only successful students in the
classroom. Those students Rüya, Yakup, Ġsmail, Ferhat were the only ones who
focused on they got another point of view to the mathematics thanks to this topic,
they learned that how ancient people used to measure and how mathematics was
appeared, measurement in mathematics is not made up of only metric system, gained
interesting information such as olive is the symbol of peace, and appreciated
historical issues they learned. The others whom haven‟t reached this accumulated
knowledge level yet were busy with their relatively lower level needs such as feeling
success and self-confidence in mathematics classroom maybe for the first time,
instead of the pleasure of intellectual discussions. Therefore, according to the results
of this study, it might be concluded that ethnomathematical pedagogy contributed the
higher achievers with wondering and learning other cultures‟ mathematical practices,
and developing intellectual point of view about mathematics. The others also liked
the activities and probably gained a point of view about those cultural issues but they
couldn‟t concentrate on the difference and linkage with other field subjects to the
mathematics because of their own joy of victory about achieving mathematical tasks.
When the students generally who used to use metric system for measuring
learned the existence of different measurement systems of various cultures, they
started to feel and discuss the relationship between mathematics and culture. During
the spontaneous discussions they asked higher-up questions and felt the former
integration of Western Mathematics to our culture by mentioning historical issues by
themselves. Besides that, especially after the discussions about the relationship
between mathematics and culture, they realized that mathematics is not only about
numeric calculations; it is a discipline which is a cultural practice that is shaped by
needs and environment, and makes individuals conscious about social and cultural
issues. While they were talking about the measurement units that is still in use in
their village, they felt that how mathematics is intertwined with their culture and it
couldn‟t be left easily just like other cultural elements. During those activities
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students started to think about social, political, cultural issues, they were getting
more aware of the phenomenon surrounding them, developed basic thinking skills,
and understand diverse issues and problems existing in society (D‟Ambrosio, 1995).
In addition, the students were encountered with quite unusual tasks such as
the combination of mathematics and art with ethnomathematics-based activities.
They discussed the meaning, the place in other cultures and popularity of the most
common figure of Anatolian handcrafts. They appreciated to learn about it and also
surprised to have a measurement task about it in mathematics class. As stated in
Ġzmirli‟s (2011) collection, mathematics, along with music, arts, literature, and
sciences is a people product to humanize themselves and it is vital for human
societies. This study resulted in positively of integrating this cultural product as a
resource, which student took to the classroom with their cultural roots, and
mathematics in means of both performance in tasks and awareness about
sociocultural issues. Besides, students‟ not getting bored any single moment of the
activity and their wish to continue moregave a clue about how and in which format
ethnomathematical activities are needed to be designed.

5.2

Implications of the Study

Because of ethnomathematics is a quite new and intact field of area especially
in Turkey, there exists countless implications still waiting to be practiced. With the
findings of the present study and previous researches, some suggestions can be made
for the educators.
It is a dilemma that there isn‟t enough study on culturally relevant
mathematics education in Turkey, as a multicultural society. Therefore, this study
might offer good practices for culturally mathematics education in our country, in
order to let children be successful in mathematics by feeding their needs with
culturally relevant methods. In such kind of absence of studies, any research,
methods and task integration about ethnomathematics seem to be valuable as a
starting point. This study also focuses to develop a specific example for the
application of ethnomathematics concepts with students come from sub-populations.
Therefore, this study may not only provide practical task plan examples for teachers
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who want to integrate their lessons with ethnomathematics, but also may pave the
way for other studies and widen this research area for more practices in future.
First, the activities used in this study might be a resource for the teachers who
would like to apply ethnomathematics program in their classrooms. Since there isn‟t
enough resource in means of ethnomathematical tasks in Turkey and worldwide,
teachers need to develop the tasks by themselves for their particular student
populations. Also, because of the mathematical thinking and methods are quite
different in different cultures, teachers should look for suitable activities from
diverse cultural contexts and analyze how these activities may be integrated into their
teaching to create a truly simulating and enriching environment to help all students
fully develop their potentials (Gerdes, 2001). Therefore, these plans might be a
guide/sample for teachers in other culturally similar villages. They also might lead
other teachers, who are willing to make ethnomathematics-based activities, about
how they can adapt the ideas to their own cultural context.
However, according to the experience I gained during this study, I can
suggest that with a professional group of curriculum developers and researchers on
ethnographic research and a longer and detailed field research for developing
ethnomathematical tasks would be result in more meaningful and successful tasks.
Therefore, if the professional researchers about both mathematics and ethnographic
field research come together and compose a study group, it would provide healthier
results to be used in classrooms.
As also mentioned above, there is a lack of resources about ethnomathematics
curriculum for practice. Due to the fact that only a limited number of mathematics
textbooks written from an ethnomathematical point of view are published, it would
be difficult for teachers and school boards to develop a common curriculum
(Zaslavsky, 1998). So, the curriculum developers should produce textbooks and
teaching materials that include ethnomathematics-based activities for students. Those
textbooks also should include strategies and methods about how to develop an
ethnomathematical activity for more practical application.
In order to find teachers who will be willing to apply ethnomathematical
activities –so the materials discussed above-; awareness about the existence of this
particularly new research area and its implications should be raised at first. In order
to inform and encourage mathematics teachers to use this program, some courses
related with ethnomathematics for pre-service teachers should be offered or these
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topics should be mentioned in mathematics education courses. At least, one course
that deals with questions and issues concerning education, race, ethnicity, and culture
is needed to be added on mathematics education faculties‟ programs, and
multiculturalism perspective should be integrated into all their courses (Presmeg,
1998).
The preferential duty should be done as precondition of implications sorted
above is adopting a multicultural perspective and developing a culturally relevant
policy which is quite critic and essential for ethnomathematical program especially
for these days‟ multicultural societies. According to the related literature, it is
suggested that mathematical concepts and ethnomathematical perspectives must be
integrated in the curriculum in a way that is sensitive to all cultures because when
schools are ignoring the ethnomathematical knowledge that these children bring from
their homes and communities, the underrepresented minorities are facing with
academic problems. It should be remembered that society and classroom as a micro
society have the similar sociocultural situations so a mathematics which is in a
relevant context also needed to be accepted in order to have meaning for all students
Zaslavsky (1998).
One of the most achievable steps in order to extend this field of research,
raise awareness about it, developing policies and related programs is organizing
scientific networking environments such as academic panels and conferences.
Throughout this way, ethnomathematics and its advantages should be known in
academic communities and the institutions such as Ministry of National Education
and professional program developer groups and they should be involved in
promoting this method (Kurumeh, Onah & Mohammed, 2012).

5.3

Recommendations for Further Studies

First of all, scholars, theorists, researchers, and practitioners in the field of
ethnomathematics should work towards devising a unified, universally-applicable
operational definition of the discipline because at present time there is no universally
accepted operational definition of what constitutes ethnomathematics and its
instructional elements. This is actually quite necessary for this research field because
a

common

operational

definition

will
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facilitate

further

studies

about

ethnomathematics (Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview, Critical Analysis,
Implications and Applications, nd).
Ethnomathematics requires more studies especially in our country. However,
when the existing researches in this field all around the world were evaluated,
qualitative studies are constructing the majority of all. This lack of quantitative data
on the subject makes a credible determination of the ability of ethnomathematics to
encourage material improvements in the current math achievement gap very difficult
(Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview, Critical Analysis, Implications and
Applications, nd).Therefore especially future quantitative researches should have
priority. Basically, in further experimental studies the relationship between
ethnomathematics and math achievement can be tested. Besides the quantitative
studies of the efficacy of ethnomathematics-based pedagogy and curricula, some
empirical studies that assess all of the major elements of ethnomathematics-based
instructional methodologies should be conducted. There isn‟t any study about
ethnomathematical task development method so it is hard to construct material and
tasks about ethnomathematics. Thus, for practical usage, future research on the
subject should focus on the development of more specific frameworks for the
application of ethnomathematics concepts with different student sub-populations
(Ethnomathematics: Historical Overview, Critical Analysis, Implications and
Applications, nd).
This study aimed to develop ethnomathematical tasks about area
measurement topic and observe its contribution in students‟ performances. However
some further studies may develop ethnomathematical tasks about other topics in
mathematics curriculum and examine its effect on students‟ performances,
achievement and attitudes. It also will help to produce other practical examples to be
applied in classrooms and guide new attempts for in–class applications. In addition to
that some studies also might be implemented at different grades and the impact of
ethnomathematics-based instruction on different grades might be investigated.
Finally, ethno teaching techniques might also be incorporated with other
subjects‟ curriculums as well as mathematics. The planners of all other subjects‟
curriculum should study on ethno pedagogy in order to let students develop positive
attitude towards the subject as it will link home and school practices (Kurumeh,
Onah & Mohammed, 2012).
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TEZ FOTOKOPİSİ İZİN FORMU

ENSTİTÜ
Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü
Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü
Uygulamalı Matematik Enstitüsü
Enformatik Enstitüsü
Deniz Bilimleri Enstitüsü
YAZARIN
Soyadı :
Adı :
Bölümü :
TEZİN ADI (İngilizce) :
TEZİN TÜRÜ : Yüksek Lisans

Doktora

1. Tezimin tamamından kaynak gösterilmek şartıyla fotokopi alınabilir.
2. Tezimin içindekiler sayfası, özet, indeks sayfalarından ve/veya bir
bölümünden kaynak gösterilmek şartıyla fotokopi alınabilir.
3. Tezimden bir bir (1) yıl süreyle fotokopi alınamaz.

TEZİN KÜTÜPHANEYE TESLİM TARİHİ:

